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1 Introduction

As the Internet has evolved to everyday medium for most of us, we interact with multitude of different interfaces and probably not even realizing how different they are. We look for information, consume content in form of audio or video, do online shopping and keep in contact with our friends among other things. Internet today has come far from the early days of static documents hyperlinked to each other. In past, there have been multitude of different user interface systems and design paradigms to help making human-computer interactions more and more user friendly. Person who is new to computers will probably find modern smart phone less scary than a computer with only terminal access. However, most interface systems often disregard individual user traits, and stick to standardized or de facto standardized practices, such as commonly known iconography and terms.

Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) vary depending on what content we consume or what services we use. For example, video streaming service looks and functions differently compared to service which let you book time for dentist. This is obviously by design, since the goal is very different. However, despite using common design patterns and visual language, it can be confusing for users to jump from one service to another. We are all different and computer systems do not take into consideration our personal traits that affect how we internalize information. We have varying cognitive skills, education, personality and even motivation or mood that play role on how we understand functionality of an application, thus making human-computer interaction difficult (Benyon 1993). Even two persons with same cultural and educational background may have preferences developers may not realize. Using aforementioned terminal - smart phone comparison, user may still prefer text-based terminal for some tasks even if “easier” GUI is available as typing can be faster and more productive for experienced person. Personal preferences are not only limited to application usage but information representation as well: some people prefer data to be shown in textual form whereas others understand same topic better in a graph or images. User might also have some restrictive ability, such as color blindness or wrong language that prevents him/her from using application altogether. Instead, we often must be satisfied with what designers and developers thought was best, looked nicest or was most cost-
efficient way of developing a service as development is time and resource consuming effort. Applications and services are generally designed as one size fit for all.

Adaptive user interface as a concept has been around since early 1980s. Also, there is concept of content aware applications where representation of media is changed depending on its format. Textual data is in text format, RSS feed can be automatically stylized and CSV data is displayed as tables. However, this still does not take into consideration personal preference how one person wants to consume that information. Moreover, adaptive user interfaces are usually confined to one service. Since there is no standard on how interfaces are being built, getting user information or preferences for personalization can be hard. User must either register to service or give permission to his/her data from third party source such as Google or Facebook. People can be rightfully cautious in registering to a service they do not often use, especially if that services starts asking for seemingly invasive personal questions. Third parties, however, probably do not either have the information needed to give user best possible experience, or schema of their user data, which can change over time, does not fit to given service and thereby making UI adaptation impossible to maintain. Thus, while adaptive interface is achievable within a closed system, truly ubiquitous UI personalization across different platforms and services is hard due to unreliable user identification and limited or outdated access to relevant user information.

There have been efforts for personalizing and adapting user interfaces for individual needs (adaptive UIs), but not so much for shortening user experience gap between different applications. That is, transferring user preferences for adapting user interfaces from one service to another, thereby blurring the distinction of separate services. Semantic Web technologies could be used as common “language” between application from different vendors. According to Web Consortium standard, Semantic Web is a “web of data” (W3C 2015). It is not separate from normal web that we generally refer as Internet, but extension to it. As its name implies, Semantic Web was designed to give meaning to data. That is, to help machines to understand and reason it. Mainly this is done with Resource Description Framework (RDF) metadata model which attempts to give context and relationship between different information entities. With a proper tool, user could build his/her own semantic profile and ontology, which then could be matched against service’s semantic ter-
minology for personalized UI adaptation. Optimal solution from user’s standpoint, however, would be if this profile is automatically built from data on how (s)he uses applications making framework mostly invisible and as distracting as possible. Although implementation needs to be built for each application and service, common methods and ontology alignment process gives much more equal chance for all software providers regardless of their size.

Semantic Web Technologies have been proposed for GUIs in past (Khriyenko 2015, Kadlec and Jelínek 2007, Gajos, Weld and Jacob 2010). With the rise of Internet of Things, computer-computer interaction is also becoming more important as different devices from smart cars to smart home appliances interact autonomously with each other. Semantic interfaces allow machines to talk to each other in schema-free fashion even if they are from completely different companies and work on different domains. Personal Semantic User Profile (PSUP), described in this thesis, would be based on RDF documents for handling request and provide user profile to third party applications. Machine learning and cognitive computing with systems like IBM Watson, Google Deep Mind and Microsoft Cognitive Services are used for many systems from image recognition to self-driving cars and IoT devices, but those could also be utilized for UI personalization. Machine learning regarding PSUP Framework is mentioned in chapters 2 and 3.8.

This thesis aims to give one proposal for individually personalized ubiquitous and unopinionated UI system that is easy to for service providers to implement. Thesis is constructive, although it is not based on real world working prototype. Therefore, while being descriptive in nature, everything described is based on existing technologies and protocols, thus it could be built on in later work. Thesis is structured as follows. In chapter two background and problems with current graphical user interfaces (GUI) are elaborated. Also, usable Semantic Technologies are detailed. In chapter three the structure, functionality and implementation of PSUP and GUI Personalization Framework as well as possible issues and future research ideas are provided. Thesis is concluded in chapter four.
2 Background

This chapter describes limitations of current graphical user interfaces, what problems they face with different user preferences and restrictions, UI adaptation, and what current technologies could be used to share similar user experience across web applications. That is, what technologies Personal Semantic User Profile is based on.

2.1 Confined User Experience

Today websites and web applications come in many forms. Graphical User Interfaces can vary greatly depending on what platform application runs or what it provides to the user. Even same application can look and feel totally different on other platforms due to platform limitations or design paradigms or input controls. Some devices use keyboard and mouse, others touch input or even voice commands.

A good GUI is consistent, intuitively logical, gives user the information when needed, avoids situations that can lead to an error, and provides shortcuts for more experienced users. These are some of the guidelines for good GUI design by Nielsen and Molich (Molich and Nielsen 1990, Nielsen 1994). Despite the age, especially considering how fast Information Technology and user interfaces evolve, these guidelines are still valid and should be considered when designing and building user interfaces as they will help making interface usable.

Along with usability, visual fidelity is also big part of applications’ appeal as well. Especially for making first impression when user is possibly browsing through different competing applications. As interfaces for human interaction are filled with various data, such as text, numbers, images, dates, graphs and so on, clear visual representation is crucial for service’s or application’s success. People value finished looking product. Even more so if they must pay for it. Visual fidelity does not only attract users to try, but also impacts the usability of that application. When icons and actions are set up so that user can understand resulting events without instructions, GUI is considered intuitive. It could be said that data representation plays crucial role in successful GUI.
Considering visual attractiveness and people valuing good data representation and user interfaces, it is no wonder that, to stand out from competition and thus possible market share gain, companies look for new technologies and put lots of effort to visual design. That effort, however, is usually put on catering biggest target audience or average “preference” of users. It is reasonable as designing, building and maintaining software is time and money consuming. Focusing on biggest dominant user group attributes makes sense from business standpoint. That usually being, user is able bodied, using standard input devices (Gajos, Weld and Jacob 2010), familiar with common icons, in neutral state of mind etc.

As philosopher David Hume put the old wisdom, “Beauty in things exists merely in the mind which contemplates them”, visual attractiveness certainly comes down to personal preference and information can be represented in many different forms. There are even websites that solely focus on featuring different infographics. So, for example, while one finds minimal, focused infographic style appealing representation of data, others might prefer it displaying more at once. Someone else wants it in just plain text or table form without any graphical elements. Often, as developers, we find these contradicting and therefore impossible to offer at the same time. However, when it comes to GUls users rarely have any control over data representation, but instead service provider or application developer makes the decision for them. Moreover, personal preference is not the only variable user may have that affect the way (s)he understands computer systems. Cultural background, motivation, personality, education and cognitive skills all affect the way we interpret icons and commands. Mood, motivation and goals can change many times during a single day. (Lavie and Meyer 2010).

It can be said that user interfaces are generally designed as “one size fit for all” where most of us need to adapt to use different interfaces instead of interfaces adapting to our preferences. Generally, we are used to switch workflow from one application to another even if we do not realize it.
2.2 Adaptive User Interfaces (AUI)

With varying personal preferences in mind, user interface could be adaptive. In Langley’s paper User Modeling in Adaptive Interfaces AUI is defined as “a software artefact that improves its ability to interact with a user by constructing a user model based on partial experience with that user” and that improvement should be based on generalization of past experiences which in turn affect future interactions (Langley 1999). Therefore, simple memorization of user’s actions is not enough for calling an UI adaptive, but instead it needs to be based on a model of a user from multiple past interactions. By this definition, adaptive system seems quite similar to the definition of machine learning, but as Langley puts it: “adaptive interface does not exist in isolation, but rather is designed to interact with a human user” emphasizing the need for constant user input. In short, AUI is a system that adapts display information and available actions depending on user’s status, goals and system state.

For the record, while it could be considered as adaptation, so called responsive web layout is not considered as adaptable UI in this thesis. Even if layout would adjust to different screen sizes, it is not based on user’s actions nor identity, thus user model.

In their paper Automatically Generating Personalized User Interfaces with Supple, Gajosa, Weld and Wobbrock list the following assumptions of typical computer system UI: “1) that they [User interfaces] are going to be used by an able-bodied individual, 2) who is using a typical set of input and output devices, 3) who has typical perceptual, cognitive, and motor abilities, and 4) who is sitting in a stable, warm environment” (Gajos, Weld and Jacob 2010). Simple possibility to adjust service’s color scheme may seem like trivial feature for most people, but it can be great help for someone with not typical perceptual abilities such as color blindness. Also, that is not the only constraint user may have. Adjusting to every possible scenario, however, from business standpoint is not feasible as building user interface takes time as it already is. Even with able-bodied individuals, mood or current physical situation may alter the way user would want to use the service. Gajosa, Weld and Wobbrock state: “[...] with a multi-touch screen, low vision, or riding on a jostling bus may drastically hamper the person’s effectiveness—not because of any inherent barrier to inter-
action, but because of a mismatch between their effective abilities and the assumptions underlying the interface design.” (Gajos, Weld and Jacob 2010)

While AUI as a concept has been around since early 1980s, proper AUI is not very common in actual computer systems even today. Implementing adaptive system has significant cost associated with it compared to “static” interface designed for everyone (Benyon and Murray, Applying user modeling to human-computer interaction design 1993), however, well built, adapting and personalized interface can be great asset against competition even if initial cost is greater. Adaptive and adaptable user interface can increase user performance and satisfaction as visual attractiveness changes from person to person. Context awareness and personal UI can make system more approachable and intuitive for more users. (Khriyenko 2015). From pure business standpoint, adaptive user interface can be still hard to justify.

Benefits of AUI depends on many factors and is not always distributed evenly for every user and use case. Lavie and Meyer examined positive and negative effects of Adaptive User Interfaces by having participants perform driving tasks with telematic system in controlled simulation environment. Telematic system had four levels of adaptability from manual to fully adaptive (Lavie and Meyer 2010). Although their study is limited to simplified laboratory driving situation, their study suggest that intermediate UI adaption should be considered over all-or-none system. The problem with fully adaptive systems, that is, it makes more automated decision for the user, is that if user wants to perform a non-routine task, they must override adaptation system and for full AUI, it may be harder. As they put it: “Intermediate levels of adaptivity keep users involved in the task and help them become more proficient when performing both routine and non-routine tasks” (Lavie and Meyer 2010). In conclusion of their paper, the benefits of AUI differed on participants age, the type of task and how familiar the given task was (routine). Therefore, AUI does not inevitably mean better system and one should be considerate when implementing one, especially more automated system. User’s cognitive workload increases significantly if faced with unfamiliar situation where system has not adapted or user needs to override systems’ adaptation to perform a non-routine task.
2.3 Model-Based Interface Design

As stated in chapter 2.1 UI systems are generally designed as “one size fit for all”. One reason for it is the complexity and heterogeneity of different situations systems face. In “Introduction to Model-Based User Interfaces” by World Wide Web Consortium, sources of heterogeneity include

1. Heterogeneity of users. Users differ with respect to their preferences, capabilities, culture (e.g., speaking different languages) and level of experience.

2. Heterogeneity of computing platforms. Diversity of different device types (e.g. smartphones, desktop pc, tablets) and input capabilities (e.g. keyboard, mouse, touch, motion) with different interaction modalities (e.g., graphics, speech, haptics)

3. Heterogeneity of development tools (e.g. programming languages, toolkits, widgets, libraries)

4. Heterogeneity of working environments. (e.g. noisy environment, physical distractions in moving vehicle or other people, lack of mobile signal)

5. Variability of the context of use.

(W3C 2014)

The idea of Model-Based Design is to identify set of higher level abstraction models that are not dependent on some technology or programming language. This would allow designers and developers to focus more on general higher lever concepts and functionality of an UI from more semantic oriented level; developers should not fixate on implementation details and tools too much at first, but instead only afterwards choose tools and languages that fit in the higher conceptual level (W3C 2014).

In Model-Based User Interface Design, UI models are represented on four levels of abstraction: The Task and Domain Model, the Abstract UI, the Concrete UI and the Final UI. Starting from top, the Task and Domain Model expresses user’s goals in given domain when interacting with the UI. Abstract UI tells how the UI works in terms of Abstract In-
teraction Units and relationships between them, and Concrete UI is technologically inde-
pendent representation of the UI. That is, for example, graphical representation of how the
UI will look. When the UI model is transformed to lower levels of abstraction (“Concreti-
zation”), it reaches the Final UI level. This is the stage where UI is represented in actual
language and platform specific implementation (Java, HTML etc.).

Considering the UI in multiple different abstraction levels gives benefits like

- higher level of abstraction
- consistency from early stages of development process
- step-wise development cycle with the separation of concerns can produce good
  base for well-structured system
- involvement of domain-experts and non-programming professionals

(W3C 2014)

There have been interface development tools that use Model-Based system. One of these
were MOBI-D presented by Angel R. Puerta and David Maulsby in 1997. In their paper
Management of Interface Design Knowledge with MOBI-D, it was described as “an inter-
face-development environment that allows developers to define, organize, visualize, and
edit interface design knowledge.” MOBI-D environment aimed to combine different Mod-
el-Based abstraction levels in one suite of tools. (Puerta and Maulsby 1997). In essence,
MOBI-D is design tool for designers and developers. Later Puerta and Jacob Eisenstein
proposed adaptation algorithm for MOBI-D (Eisenstein and Puerta 2000).

While Model-Based Interface Design is not concretely applied to Personal Semantic User
Profile described later in this thesis, the heterogeneity issue is still prevalent. PSUP GUI
Personalization Framework proposed in chapter 3 aims to tackle issues 1 and 2.
2.4 Interoperable User Interfaces with Semantic Web Technologies

This chapter describes previous work on the field and technologies PSUP GUI Personalization Framework is based on.

2.4.1 Semantic Web technologies and graphs

Word semantic means “meaning”. Simply put, in information technology, instead of having simple blob of data, for example in textual form, semantic data has underlying meaning and context (Hebler, et al. 2009). That text of information is related to some other concept and this relation (context) is defined with some semantic notation. Semantic Web Technologies is linked to a concept that The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) refers as “Web of data”. According to W3C “The ultimate goal of the Web of data is to enable computers to do more useful work and to develop systems that can support trusted interactions over the network” (W3C 2015).

W3C’s vision for Semantic Web is network of semantically linked data. That is, data and data stores built with extendable vocabularies and rules computers can “understand” and reason. Reasoning means that, depending on how data is linked, computer can autonomously draw conclusions and generate new information from a set of linked data. This is useful for integrating context related data to single view. For example, Google uses its’ Knowledge Graph to enrich search results by trying to answer user’s question with context relevant information directly in results view (see Figure 1). Moreover, when Google’s search algorithm reasons user’s search query, it attempts to directly answer in a way that feels more human-like interaction instead of keyword based list what we normally expect from search functionalities on Internet. Recent study by Google and Emory University showed that answer-like result is appreciated, but accuracy of that answer is also direct indicator of user satisfaction. “Focusing on answerlike results, in a controlled lab study, we identified that increased scrolling past answer and increased time below answer are signals of user dissatisfaction with answer results” the study concludes (Lagun, et al. 2014). So, while semantic data is already in use of some high-profile services, and is proven to be technically working, user adoption may not be as high as one could expect. This could be
partially on how we are collectively conditioned to use computers: we think we give exact commands and expect specific answers, but sometimes exact meaning of user’s intent is hard to determine. Study could also indicate that Google’s Knowledge Graph is simply not yet all-encompassing enough to give meaningful answers. If answer-like result is not relevant or accurate enough, user would rather skim search results themselves and then answer-like result might be considered hindering. Still, especially with help of machine learning methods, human-computer interaction is becoming more and more context specific and semantic accuracy is important.

Figure 1. Google uses Knowledge Graph to enrich search results by providing context related information for user.

In Semantic Web, context for data is represented in triplets: subject, predicate and object. Predicate tells how a subject is related to an object. Object can be literal value, so called data property, or another object. For example, subject which is of type “car” has predicate “brand” and value of that predicate might be “Ford”. In this case, value would be literal string. Data properties can be basic data types such as integer, float, date etc. and do not have any sub properties. However, Ford could also be predefined object with predicates of its’ own, such as “country of origin” or “number of employees” etc. Thus, previously mentioned subject car could have object property “manufactured by” which links Ford to it as an object instead of a data property. Eventually these different data nodes build up to a
network, a graph of data where every data node has linked to other entities. Said example is described in Figure 2. Literal values are in boxes, objects in circles. Data and object relationships (predicates) are shown with arrows.

![Graph Example](image)

Figure 2. Example graph of Semantic web

Vocabulary of a graph is defined in semantic ontologies. Terms for predicates and classes are up to a developer. There are of course some recommended naming conventions, such as one by Open Semantic Framework (Structured Dynamics LLC 2014), but just like programming best practices in general, they can be dictated by company or personal preferences. Developer should just be internally consistent when deciding terms in ontology. Ontologies are explained in further detail in chapter 2.4.2 Ontologies.

With Semantic Web, every piece of information is linked via relation (defined in ontology vocabulary) to some another entity with unique URI. One way to understand semantic objects and data is to think single website as semantic object and its contents as separate literal values separated by markup. If a hyperlink points to a location on same document, its type can be thought as literal, whereas hyperlink pointing to other sites can be thought having object value. Outbound link (“object”) can have its own literal values (content) and object values (hyperlinks to other sites). Main difference between Semantic Web and traditional hyperlinked web-documents is that hyperlink does not understand the relation be-
tween interlinked documents. It just points to another URL and computer cannot know type of that connection.

For Artificial Intelligence, nothing exists if it cannot be represented (Guarino, Oberle and Steffen, What Is an Ontology? 2009), thus, by representing data in knowledge models, such as graphs, machine can be explained how to “understand” concepts and relationships. In the example above, car’s “model” is a something that relates to data entity “a car”, or for another example, predicate “first name” relates to subject “person”. Since all data is connected in Semantic Web, new data can be generated from existing via automatic reasoning using artificial intelligence. For example, to get the first name of an acting president of the country where one particular car model was manufactured is multistep process ranging across different domains. It is likely that information of presidents are not found in the same dataset as car manufacturers, because the domains are very different. Human, assuming having no prior knowledge, would need to search answer for each step one at a time: what company has manufactured this car, where that company is located, when this particular car model was made or when this model was manufactured, who was the president of that company’s country at the time, what is his/her first name. Semantic reasoning happens the same way. Since all data is related to another, machine can do all these steps automatically. This could be even done as a single SPARQL query. However, just like spoken languages, same word can have different meaning in different context, and same concept can be defined with different terms. Different computer systems may use different word for same or similar concepts. For systems to be able to co-operate, they have to share same understanding of things. In Semantic Web this is done via Ontology Alignment, which is explained in chapter 2.4.5.

Linked data is built with technologies such as RDF, SPARQL, OWL, and SKOS (W3C 2015). In this thesis, SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization Systems) is not used, but in short it is attempt by W3 Consortium to build standards and specifications for Knowledge Organization Systems (W3C 2012).
2.4.2 Ontologies and RDF

Term “ontology” has different meanings depending on what context or field it is used (Guarino and Giaretta, Ontologies and knowledge bases towards a terminological clarification. 1995). In general, when used with capital “o”, it refers to philosophical discipline that studies nature and structure of reality independent of any other considerations (Guarino, Oberle and Steffen, What Is an Ontology? 2009). As Guarino et al puts it: “For example, it makes perfect sense to study the Ontology of unicorns and other fictitious entities: although they do not have actual existence, their nature and structure can be described in terms of general categories and relations.” Ontology as a philosophical discipline is closely related to Epistemology, which is a branch of philosophy that studies sources and nature of knowledge (Guarino and Giaretta, Ontologies and knowledge bases towards a terminological clarification. 1995).

In computer science, an ontology refers to a formally structured information object or computational artifact that holds relevant entities and relationships for a domain (Guarino, Oberle and Steffen, What Is an Ontology? 2009). So, in context of Semantic Web Technologies an ontology can described as a cross linked “vocabulary” for some application, domain or context in general. This “vocabulary” describes the elements for computer systems to reason with, as for AI systems things that cannot be represented do not exist (Guarino, Oberle and Steffen, What Is an Ontology? 2009). As described in chapter 2.4.1, concepts in Semantic Web Technologies are described in statements of triplets: subject, predicate, object. Predicates indicate how an object relates to a subject.

There are multiple different markup languages for defining ontologies. For this thesis, however, only two have major importance: RDF and OWL. RDF stands for Resource Description Framework and is technically not a markup language, but instead standard model for data interchange (W3C 2004). RDF is used to represent information and data relationships in the Web. More specifically any information with unique uniform resource identifier (URI). In semantic statement, i.e. subject – predicate – object, any part is a resource that can be represented with URI. Object, however, can also be literal. That is, some literal value in form of number, text, date etc.
RDF Schema is W3 Consortium recommendation. It defines basic data modelling vocabulary for describing RDF data, including ontologies. Concepts such as classes and properties are described in this recommendation, and practically every other ontology is based on this schema. XSD stands for XML Schema Definition and is similar to RDF except, as the name states, is recommendation for describing structure and constraints for XML documents. However, it is used in RDF-documents to describe datatypes such as strings and integers. W3 Consortium also has recommendation for actual ontology language. Derived from the DAML+OIL Web Ontology Language, OWL (Web Ontology Language) is extension of RDF with much more properties for describing object relations. OWL is not one language but instead three separate sublanguages. In order of increasing expressiveness, these languages are OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. Increasing expressiveness means that every ontology in OWL Lite is also valid in OWL DL, and every ontology in OWL DL is also valid in OWL Full, but not other way around. Ontology in OWL Full may contain properties that are not defined in OWL DL. Because of lacking definitions, only OWL Full is automatically fully compatible with RDF. Therefore, OWL as RDF extension is limited to OWL Full. W3C OWL Recommendation states “OWL Full can be viewed as an extension of RDF, while OWL Lite and OWL DL can be viewed as extensions of a restricted view of RDF. Every OWL (Lite, DL, Full) document is an RDF document, and every RDF document is an OWL Full document, but only some RDF documents will be a legal OWL Lite or OWL DL document“ (W3C 2004). This can cause confusion and requires care when implementing or switching from one OWL sublanguage to another.

Simple ontology consisting of three classes (Person, Product and Car), three custom predicates (hasFirstName, ownsProduct and hasDoorCount), as well as their relations are visualized in graph form using basic RDF- and XML-Schema-classes in Figure 3. There are few simple observations from this graph that illustrates the basic idea of semantic triplets. A triplet where subject is an instance of Person class can have predicate hasFirstName, because rdfs:domain of that predicate is set be Person,. Object of that triplet would be string literal (e.g. “John”), because rdfs:range for predicate hasFirstName is xsd:string. Also, Person can own instance of Car class even though rdfs:range for ownsProduct predicate is Product. This is because Car is subclass of Product and therefore
inherits all properties in Product class. However, hasDoorCount is not a property of Product, but property of Car only.

Figure 3. Example of graph described in RDF Schema vocabulary

Graphs can be described in multiple different ways and notations. Few of these are presented in Figure 4. First, simple triplet-statement is written in English, then divided in semantic triplets, visualized as RDF graph and finally in RDF format (Turtle notation and RDF/XML). Note that all nodes and edges are described as URIs but Turtle notation allows defining prefixes for better readability. For RDF/XML some syntax highlighting is provided
2.4.3 Open vocabularies

Everyone can create their own vocabularies for their domain specific scenarios, however, some entities are very general, and this can lead to redundant duplicates and ontology mismatches. For example, a developer describes Person class in his/her ontology, but then uses semantic data in which where Person objects are represented according to another ontology, and now there may be a need to describe same features of a person in two different terms. That is, one ontology has defined predicate “hasFirstname”, while the other has virtually the same property as “firstname”. One way of reducing the possibility for this to happen, is to use one of many open linked vocabularies such as FOAF. FOAF describes vocabulary for people, groups, organizations and documents. It also has addition for social web connections. Other linked vocabularies include the Dublin Core Metadata Element (DCE) for resource description (metadata), Machine Learning Schema (MLS), Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) for sharing and linking knowledge organization systems and Creative Commons Rights Expression Language (CC) for describing copyright licenses in RDF.
However, when using different ontologies, ontology mismatches are often unavoidable. Therefore, Ontology Alignment methods are used to link set of properties from different ontologies with varying degree of similarity. Ontology Alignment is described in chapter 2.4.5.

2.4.4 Data, knowledge and queries from semantic data

Semantic Web works under Open World Assumption (OWS). Open World Assumption states that if some statement is not clearly defined or deductible (reasoned) from known data, we cannot say if it is true or not. It can be only said that it is unknown and we can’t assume either state. In Close World Assumption (CWA), an unknown state would default to false.

Both assumptions, open and closed world, have their benefits. Closed World Assumption reduces the complexity of problems by narrowing the options developer can make. Program working under CWA assumes the world is static and thereby easier to model. If state of something is unknown, developer does not have to worry about it as much as in OWS. If new options arise, existing programs don’t react to the them at all, but instead work as they worked previously. This means, however, that if a program is depending on other interfaces, changes to these interfaces can cast the program dysfunctional. For example, a weather application reading feed from third party weather API will stop working properly if the API does not work or is completely removed. In CWA, developer can prepare in situation like this by programming a fallback interface to another API should the first one to not respond. This may seem like a smart, adapting program, but is still very much static approach to changing environment. Application itself does not adapt, because it has only pre-defined solutions to possible problems. Said weather application will still render useless if second API is also not responding or if the interface changes on first API.

As stated, Closed World Assumption is static, but easier for developers to comprehend because it reduces complexity. Open World Assumption, however, is more true to the real world: even if something is false or unknown now, it can be true later. Because of this, applications working in OWA are inherently more complex. Applications in OWA should
be able to adapt in changing environment. Using the weather application as example, API providing weather data can change over time, for example, by changing the data model or structure (see Figure 5). Application capable of working under Open World Assumption is still able to find required information from changed data structure. And even if the required data is no longer available from the API, application is capable of finding alternative sources on its own, without predetermined alternative API interfaces. From developers point of view, this is immensely more complex situation if problem is approached in traditional way.

```json
{  
  week30: {  
    monday: "22 C",
    tuesday: "21 C",
    wednesday: "25 C",
    thursday: "18 C",
    friday: "17 C",
    saturday: "20 C",
    sunday: "22 C"
  }
  july: {  
    "temperatures": [
      22, 21, 26, 18, 17, 20, 22
    ],
    temperatureFormat: "celcius"
  }
}
```

Figure 5. Similar data can be formatted in different structures.

There is distinction between data and knowledge. Traditionally, in computer systems, data has been readable for both humans and computers, but understandable for humans only. Computer program must be specifically told how to read information displayed in Figure 5. If the program is instructed to display property “monday” inside object “week30”, but is then provided with information seen on right, it will cause an error. Even if the computer is told to display “first element of first object”, it will get an array instead of string as on the left. Semantic Web Technologies, as described in previous chapters, allow computers to reason information due to fact that it can “understand” concepts such as temperature and other keywords found in data. Even different data types can be reasoned and possibly transferred.

Semantically data can be stored in many formats (see 2.4.2). OWL with Turtle notation is good format as it is readable by machines, but also by humans. Compared to RDF/XML that has lot of additional markup, Turtle notation is simpler and faster to read by human,
because it is simple subject-predicate-object sentences. For example, of Turtle notation and RDF/XML see Figure 4. Other formats include JSON-LD, RDF/JSON.

Queries from RDF data can be done with languages like SPARQL. Like RDF, SPARQL is recommendation by W3C. The recommendation describes SPARQL as follows “SPARQL can be used to express queries across diverse data sources, whether the data is stored natively as RDF or viewed as RDF via middleware. SPARQL contains capabilities for querying required and optional graph patterns along with their conjunctions and disjunctions. SPARQL also supports aggregation, subqueries, negation, creating values by expressions, extensible value testing, and constraining queries by source RDF graph. The results of SPARQL queries can be result sets or RDF graphs.” (W3C 2013) There are also other query languages for graph data such as GraphQL and OpenCypher.

SPARQL is similar to popular SQL-languages such as MySQL. Generally, query consists of PREFIX declarations (not necessary), SELECT section, which declares desired result set, FROM section, WHERE section, in which the restrictions to selection is defined in triples, and lastly modifiers which can alter the result set. Modifiers are comparable to other SQL-languages. That is, clauses such as ORDER BY, DISTINCT, LIMIT etc. In Figure 6 an example of query is shown. This query looks for maximum of three outdoor interests in a PSUP profile.

```sparql
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX psup: <http://localhost:3000/psup/> # PSUP general ontology
PREFIX userData: <http://localhost:3000/psup/users/1234/data/> # User’s personal data

SELECT ?interest

WHERE {
    # predicate “a” is shorthand for <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
    userData:profile_1234 a psup:Profile .
    userData:profile_1234 psup:interest ?interest
    ?interest psup:interestType psup:interest_outdoor.
}

LIMIT 3
```

Figure 6. SPARQL example query.
2.4.5 Ontology alignment

Concepts and context is defined in ontologies as described in previous chapters. However, since vocabularies or languages can vary, ontologies may be defining same or similar concepts in different words. Single ontology cannot represent everything. For example, one ontology has defined the person who wrote a book as “author” but in other ontology it is defined as “writer”. This can cause problems or unnecessary duplicates of same data in applications that use both ontologies, or user may be left into impression that writer of a book is not found just because that data entity is named differently than in other books. Therefore, there must be a process to pair these concepts between ontologies. This process is called Ontology Alignment. Or as Fernandez et all puts it, “Ontology alignment is the process of bringing ontologies into mutual agreement by the automatic discovery of mappings between related concepts.” (Fernandez, et al. 2013). In short, mappings simply declare that a concept in one ontology is identical, or in some degree comparable to another concept in second ontology.

![Figure 7. Two ontologies aligned. Similarity is shown as number. Image from book Ontology Matching (Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007).](image-url)
Just like in real languages, multiple words can be used to define similar things, but there may be small differences in the semantic meaning. For example, designer can say to a client that some user interface is “clean” or “simple” quite interchangeably, but even though those adjectives are loosely similar, when talking about graphical user interfaces, they are not synonyms. Interface can be “simple” by showing only most relevant tools by default, whereas “clean” interface may prefer small set of colors, generous margins and in general tries to avoid too many distracting elements, be it icons, images or whatnot. Therefore, we cannot declare these adjectives to be same as one to one. Also, one could argue that, in this case, “simple” is referring to functionality of an UI and “clean” to its’ looks and therefore they also cannot be the same. To iterate, in this example, semantic meaning of these adjectives are viewed from designer’s point of view and that defines the context. Client, however, has different personal experience to words and can interpret it differently if (s)he is not familiar with terminology in certain domain. To him/her, term “clean” is used for example, to describe current state of a coffee cup or room. This leads to deduction that same word can mean something different not only in another context and domain, but also from person to person. Thus, in theory, there is always small amount of uncertainty when matching ontologies.

Because meaning of words and concepts vary in different domains, ontology matches are not strict Boolean type analogues where one concept is exactly same as other, or none whatsoever. Ontology matches are probabilities where similarity of two properties are defined from zero to one (see Figure 7). Zero being no likeness at all, and one exact same. Two properties may be exactly same or very close if they are literally same in both ontologies (e.g. “car” and “car”), they are synonyms (“universe” and “cosmos”), one is shortened version of other (“telephone” and “phone”) or they are just translations (English “car” and French “voiture”). Computer systems, need to be given certainty threshold before it can make assumption of match. Alignment process is shown in Figure 8. Matching takes in two ontologies and parameters (weights or thresholds) and possibly additional resources for determining context domain (e.g. from thesauri, WordNet). Matching result is a set of alignments where every alignment (id, e₁, e₂, r, n) consists of id, given entities (e₁, e₂), relationship between them (r = {=, ≡, ≤, ≥, ⊥}) and similarity value (0 ≤ n ≤ 1).
There are multiple different ways to match classes, properties and relationships. Simplest way for most accurate alignment is to have user involvement in the process. That is, human makes the decision how similar two concepts are. This, however, requires proper tools and knowledge in domain and preferably also in semantic technologies as well. Given the vast amounts of data available, pure human made alignments are not feasible unless the domain and ontologies are very limited. Another way is to use automation with different algorithms for determining similarity or dissimilarity of ontologies. These processes can be divided into Element-level matchers and Structure-level matchers (Otero-Cerdeira, Rodríguez-Martínez and Gómez-Rodríguez 2015). In other sources these approaches are also called Schema- and Instance-based systems. Both approaches can also be combined to mixed systems (Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007). Structure-levels matchers look for similarity in ontology or data structure whereas in Element-level matchers individual entities are analyzed in isolation regardless of structure. Both, Element-level and Structure-level matchings can be combined. Different matchings can be run sequentially or in parallel for more accurate results.

Element-level matching can look for character by character similarity or dissimilarity of two words. That is, how many same characters two strings (e.g. two predicates) have. String-based techniques include Hamming distance (dissimilarity), Substring similarity, N-gram similarity, Edit distance (dissimilarity), Jaro measure (similarity), Jaro-Winkler measure (similarity) and Jaccard (similarity), which all compare strings by characters or tokens (strings divided into groups of n characters). Sting-based approaches have algo-
rithms for document-level matching too. For example, algorithms for comparing term frequency in two documents. Note that documents are considered as isolated entities and therefore belong to element-level matching.

Beside string based methods, word similarity is measured also in linguistic and phonetic approaches. Euzenat and Shvaiko describe them in Ontology Matching as “Extrinsic linguistic methods use external resources, such as dictionaries and lexicons. Several kinds of linguistic resources can be exploited in order to find similarities between terms.” (Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007). With linguistic approaches, word relationships can be determined beyond literal similarities. For example, WordNet is lexical database of English language. It can be used to find synonyms and similar meaning of two words, but opposites as well (e.g. theory is opposite of practice). Language based methods are also used to find synonyms in other languages (multi-lingual lexicons). Soundex is algorithm for measuring similarity of two words by how they sound in English.

Structure-level (Schema-based) matching techniques mostly considers the arrangement of data disregarding element values. Internal structure refers to properties of entities such as datatypes and domains. However, properties and ranges of different ontologies can be numerous (e.g. different ontologies can use different datatypes for similar data) and therefore they must be used with other matching approaches. (Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007) That is, simple comparison of datatypes does not give enough information for semantic similarity of two entities, but it can help to evaluate likelihood of it. Consider entities “personAge” and “personName”. String-based approach can give close relation (distance) as both of them include term “person”. However, former datatype is integer whereas latter is string, thus, likelihood of them being same may not be likely. Matching with internal structure can be used to elimination.

Comparison on entities based on their relation is called relational structure comparison. As ontologies can be viewed as graphs where edges are labeled by predicate names, entity matchings can be done with various graph algorithms by calculating distances of entities (nodes in graph). Considering different shapes of graphs (varying depth and width), and whether they have enclosed loops or not, related classes may have similar graph structure.
Mere similar graph structure can be considered rather loose conjunction between entities and therefore taxonomic structure (i.e. graph using subClassOf relation) has been more popular among researchers (Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007). Simplest method is counting the numbers of edges between entities (classes). Relationships can be used to find similar classes by their child elements and properties. E.g. classes Book and Article can have similarity rating based on both having similar property “writer” and equivalent “author”, both sub-properties of higher level element “creator”. Mereological structures (entities part-of relationship) can also be used computing similarity between classes, however, according to Euzenat and Shavaiko, it is not easy to find properties that carry this kind of structure.

Ontology alignment can be done via deduction and implications (reasoning). This can be done from description logic (e.g. father = man with at least one child) or with external ontologies. External ontologies work as intermediators providing context between ontologies to be aligned (Euzenat and Shvaiko 2007).

This chapter described some approaches to ontology alignment. Ontology alignment is crucial technology within Semantic Technologies as it allows finding similarity between vocabularies. PSUP Framework requires this. Furthermore, information in semantic format has inherit knowledge. Machine can reason (that is, “understand”) data because the concepts in data is explained to it. One widely accepted definition for machine learning is that machine can be said learning if it improves its performance on a task from experience (Mitchell 1997). Given there is enough previous alignment data, machine learning could be utilized to automatically generate new and improving alignments from additional ontologies without human interaction. Thus, generating deeper and more precise matchings compared to algorithms run once. This possibility is discussed more in chapter 3.8 Future research.

2.4.6 SSWAP

All Semantic Technologies mentioned in previous chapters can be utilized with Simple Semantic Web Architecture and Protocol. As the name states, SSWAP is architecture and protocol for transferring heterogenous semantic data between services. It allows service
providers to describe their available resources for other to discover and use. In their paper “SSWAP: A Simple Semantic Web Architecture and Protocol for semantic web services” Gessler et al. list the following hindrances with current technologies:

1. Fatal mutability of traditional interfaces: if service provider change their interfaces clients using that will fail altogether.
2. Rigidity and fragility of static subsumption hierarchies: changing a property or a class close to the root of ontology hierarchy, will alter all subsequent classes.
3. Confounding content, structure, and presentation: the data of value is not easily readable, if at all, when it is entangled with its data structure or presentation layer.

(Gessler, et al. 2009)

These limitations are related to the fact that applications and services are generally always in evolving state. Data structure is often set in early stage of development and changes likely occur during the process. With API URIs problems can be reduced by serving old URIs alongside new ones, but should the interface grow more, this will cause issues with maintainability and software rigidity. That is, due to bloated API, software or service is not able to change to meet new demands (Gessler, et al. 2009). Moreover, old API may have to be removed altogether in favor of new one due to security reasons. If old API utilizes deprecated technologies, new security issues may not be feasible to fix the for lack of resources or other business reasons. Therefore, clients using an API cannot trust for it to stay unchanged.

SSWAP aims to tackle problems of serving ontologies over Internet. Often ontologies for semantic web services are in single huge file. Terms within ontology are pointed via fragment identifier (#). For example, http://localhost/psup/user_ontology/1234/#firstname. However, these fragment identifiers are client-side pointers and not necessarily sent to servers. Therefore, separate requests for different terms in a single ontology would result server to send same complete ontology file every time. This causes unnecessary use of net bandwidth and delay (D. Gessler 2014).

Architecture-wise SSWAP system has four elements: service providers, clients, discovery servers and ontologies. SSWAP is based on RDF technology, but also in RDF’s conceptual
model of how information is presented in the form of entities and relationships known as RDF-triples (Gessler, et al. 2009). For description of RDF-triplets, see chapter 2.4.2. SSWAP itself is an ontology as well. It is ontology specifically created to for web resources to describe themselves, find and semantically encode them. “SSWAP defines terms such as what it means to be a web resource, who provides that resource, and how the resource maps its input to its output. SSWAP does not define the particulars of the resource — such as if 'gene' stands for REV7 or Gene Hackman or Gene Simmons — but it enables you to do so.” (D. Gessler 2014).

Data flow with SSWAP is simple and involves three RDF documents: Resource Description Graph (RDG), Resource Information Graph (RIG) and Resource Response Graph (RRG). Every resource provider has RDG document from which requests are informed what type of input and output that provider handles. Provider may only have one endpoint to which it answers to. RDG (as RIG and RRG as well) is described in OWL and therefore required input and type of output is also machine readable. From the information in RDG, a Resource Information Graph (RIG) can be generated either automatically or by human filling a form of required information described in RDG. On receiving RIG-document, provider runs the required logic and calculations (or sends its own requests to other SSWAP services) and responds with RRG. Depending on whether a request to provider has any additional information (RIG payload), provider either respond with RDG document or RRG document. The data flow is illustrated in Figure 9. All mentioned documents are basically the same, but named differently depending on how complete that document is. That is, during SSWAP service engagement, one can think of just one document being sent back and forth between client and provider.
With Open World Assumption in mind, it is sensible to assume that PSUP is not the only service providing semantic user information. Therefore, PSUP framework should work as SSWAP service, thus making PSUP discoverable and giving different applications a choice whether to use PSUP profiles or not. Figure 10 shows how profile request to PSUP service could be exposed as SSWAP service.

```prefix
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix sswap: <http://sswapmeet.sswap.info/sswap/> .
@prefix psup: <http://localhost:8080/PSUPService/ontology/PSUPServiceOntology.owl#> .
@prefix resource: <http://localhost:8080/PSUPService/PSUPServlet> .

resource:PSUPServlet
drdf:type sswap:Resource, psup:PSUPLoginService;
sswap:providedBy resource:resourceProvider  
sswap:name "PSUP Login service"  
sswap:oneLineDescription "Accepts profile request and provides matching user profile."  
sswap:operatesOn [ 
   rdf:type sswap:Graph  
   sswap:hasMapping [ 
      rdf:type sswap:Subject, psup:ProfileRequest  
      psup:userId ""  
      psup:authToken ""  
      sswap:mapsTo [ 
         rdf:type sswap:Object, psup:ProfileResponse; 
      ]; 
   ]; 
].
```

Figure 10. Discoverable PSUP SSWAP service
2.4.7 Other technologies used in PSUP

This chapter describes few other noteworthy technologies for PSUP Framework.

“The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework enables a third-party application to obtain limited access to an HTTP service, either on behalf of a resource owner by orchestrating an approval interaction between the resource owner and the HTTP service, or by allowing the third-party application to obtain access on its own behalf.” (Group 2012) If, for example, site A, where user has account to implements OAuth model, a third-party site or service B can ask user to use his/her site A account credentials to login or authorize use of his/her data in site B. For average consumers OAuth is currently most notable by the widely popular use of Facebook and/or Google logins; services often ask user to login with his/her Facebook or Google credentials instead of creating new account just for that single service. Although it can cause some privacy concerns, in general this can be useful for both, the service and user, as it is one less account user must remember password to and services do not have to store sensitive user data on their servers. If services just want to identify user but not to worry about securely storing passwords, this can be ideal. In practice, however, services usually need to also offer normal account creation for their service, because not all their user base have, in this example, Facebook or Google account, and neglecting those users is bad business practice.

User credentials are not exposed to third party applications, because only “certificates” known as access tokens are provided to the requesting application. Data flow of OAuth authentication would be as follows:

1. Application A asks user to authorize the use of his/her data on service B.
2. User is prompted to login to service B and (s)he receives access token, which is a random string and preferably expires in some time. Some services also provide refresh tokens that can be used to automatically generate new access token to replace expired one.
3. Application A receives the access token and asks for user information (to which access token gives access to) and provides the access token to service B along with the request.
4. Service B can verify that the token is valid, not expired and grants access to requested data. If valid, returns the requested information.

OAuth 2.0, created first in late 2006, is sequel to previous OAuth standard. While 2.0 is not directly backwards compatible, it holds on to similar approach and architecture to OAuth 1.0. (Aas 2013). However, it is considered as more complex and interoperable. (Hammer 2012). Nevertheless, with support from companies like Twitter and Facebook, Google and Microsoft, OAuth 2.0 has become one of the most popular standard for API authentication of today. Status of OAuth 2.0 by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) is “Proposed Standard” meaning it is not final but stable and well-reviewed specification. However, despite its popularity and fast adaptation, OAuth2 is not without its flaws. OAuth2 and previous WRAP (Web Resource Authorization Protocol) specification dropped client-side cryptography requirement in favor for SSL/TLS and thus more straightforward implementation. This opens the protocol for human based errors and phishing vulnerabilities. Subbu Allamaraju, author of the RESTful Web Services Cookbook explained it in a private note: “If a client application sends a request to an erroneous address (‘mail.exmple.org’ instead of ‘mail.example.org’), the rogue server at "mail.exmple.com" now has the client access token and can access its mail.” (Dubray 2010) This means that part of the protocol security is moved from protocol itself to developers implementing it and therefore relying developers are not malicious nor make mistakes. Eran Hammer, one of the early contributors for OAuth states in his leaving note: “To be clear, OAuth 2.0 at the hand of a developer with deep understanding of web security will likely result is a secure implementation. However, at the hands of most developers […] 2.0 is likely to produce insecure implementations.” (Hammer 2012) It also should be noted that OAuth itself does not replace login systems. It is authorization, not authentication, tool that can applications and services use to get access to specific data on user’s behalf. For more complete login system, OpenID would be a better solution. Alternative to OAuth and OpenID could be using SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) for authorization and authentication.

REST architecture is useful and popular model in World Wide Web. REST stands for Representational State Transfer and, in short, is a way of constructing simple scalable and con-
sistent endpoints for HTTP calls. REST architecture was first introduced by Roy T. Fielding in his doctoral thesis in 2000. Key element to REST is concepts of resource, representation and state. Feng, Shen and Fan describe resources as follows “A resource can be anything. A resource may be a physical object or an abstract concept. If something is important enough to be referenced as a thing itself, it can be exposed as a resource.” (Feng, Shen and Fan 2009). Often resource is something that can be described as a noun. For example, “a user”, “media” or “temperature.” Other main elements in REST listed by Feng et al. include resource identification through UI, uniform interface, manipulation of resources through representations, self-describing messages, stateless interactions and hypermedia as the engine of application state.

There can be two types of states in REST architecture: resource and application state. Resource state holds information about the resource itself and resides on server (Feng, Shen and Fan 2009). For example, a resource “user” has information first and last name “Ted” and “Jones”. This entirety is considered as a state of this particular user entity and should either value, first or last name, change it would be in another state. Application state on the other hand, is about the path user has taken and is located on the client side. Representation is general data about the state and resource (Feng, Shen and Fan 2009).

Web APIs that use REST architecture are called “RESTful APIs”. REST benefits from HTTP methods GET, POST, PUT and DELETE and therefore “restful” implementation is often done using HTTP protocol. When dealing with storing data, there are four general functions known as CRUD standing for Create, Read, Update and Delete. Aforementioned HTTP-methods are used to achieve these basic CRUD actions in RESTful systems. HTTP requests coming to server endpoint is in one form of these methods. Endpoint refers to URL to which REST system responds to. Same URL can lead to different result depending on method of HTTP request. Examples of endpoints (method, endpoint, result, corresponding CRUD action):

- HTTP/GET http://example.com/rest/users/ (list all users, Read)
- HTTP/POST http://example.com/rest/users/ (create new user, Create)
- HTTP/GET http://example.com/rest/users/1234 (get user with id “1234”, Read)
- HTTP/DELETE http://example.com/rest/users/ (remove user, Delete)
- HTTP/PUT http://example.com/rest/users/1234 (update or create new user, Update)

As can be seen from example, achieved result can vary greatly depending on what HTTP method was used. Generally, REST endpoint directs to a collection (e.g. /users) or single element with identifier (e.g. /users/1234). Depending on whether target is a collection or a single element, CRUD operation is done to all items in a collection or to a single element. Generalized relationship between CRUD operations and HTTP requests to a RESTful API is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL</th>
<th>HTTP/GET</th>
<th>HTTP/PUT</th>
<th>HTTP/POST</th>
<th>HTTP/DELETE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collection</strong> (e.g. /users)</td>
<td>List all items in a collection</td>
<td>Update entire collection</td>
<td>Create new element to a collection</td>
<td>Delete collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Element</strong> (e.g. /users/1234)</td>
<td>Return single element</td>
<td>Update element</td>
<td>- (not generally used)</td>
<td>Delete element in collection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Relationship between basic CRUD operations and RESTful HTTP-methods.

PSUP Framework can utilize RESTful API for all interaction between applications and PSUP Storage. Today, RESTful web APIs often return JSON-objects. However, PSUP uses Semantic Web Technologies, and in that field RDF documents are not always in JSON-format, but in formats such as RDF/XML or Turtle. There are two different JSON formats for Semantic documents (JSON-LD and RDF/JSON) so all documents can be converted. However, as different applications may use different formats, RESTful API of PSUP Framework should have possibility to define preferred respond format. This could be done by using query string parameters in requests to RESTful API. Defining response format as Turtle, request URL for a single user element would be then “users/1234?format=turtle”. With proper documentation, developers can use which ever format suits their need best. Newer API language, GraphQL by Facebook has potential for becoming widely used API interface, but according to Facebook developer Lee Byron in
an answer to question about potential JSON-LD support, GraphQL has tree-like data structure instead of graph, and therefore is not suitable for Semantic Web JSON-formats (Byron 2016).

2.4.8 Issues with Semantic Technologies

Semantic Web Technologies have challenges yet to be completely solved. In this chapter, research challenges regarding Semantic Web Technologies are listed as explained by Christian Bizer, Tom Heath and Tim Berners-Lee in book Semantic Services, Interoperability and Web Applications: Emerging Concepts (2011). Issues are grouped as follows:

- User Interfaces and Interaction Paradigms
- Application Architectures
- Schema Mapping and Data Fusion
- Link Maintenance
- Licensing
- Trust, Quality and Relevance
- Privacy

(Bizer, Heath and Berners-Lee 2011)

In their dedicated chapter Linked data: The Story So Far, Bizer et al. raise issue of runtime traversal of linked data. While search engines like Semantic Web Client Library (SWCL) has shown that runtime queries can be answered, due to scalability, crawling and caching will be the way of making linked data available for applications fast enough. Other noteworthy research challenge is interface visualization when heterogenous semantic data sources number in thousands or even millions. I.e. how data from varying sources further processed and combined without conflicting entries, and how is this turned into clean representation. The challenge comes from resolving conflicts when different sources provide different values for same property (data fusion).

As all semantic data is represented as URIs, link maintenance becomes issue when RDF links point to outdated or removed data. Bizer et al. do mention that while dead links them-
selves do not break web architecture, large number of them will cause unnecessary HTTP-requests by clients, which then can be perceived as delays and possibly not existing data for end user. Resolving link maintenance is not an easy task, although few approaches are proposed. Link statuses can be checked and recalculated with scheduled tasks using frameworks like Silk or LinQL or link changes can be tracked by centralized registries with subscription models like Ping the Semantic Web. However, due to decentralized nature of web architecture and semantic web, it is unlikely that issues with dead links can be completely solved. In case of link deprecation, it is clear that data behind that link needs to be either discarded or replaced in practical implementations. Conversely, data quality and relevance are harder to determine. When data is abundant, it is vital to identify most relevant and trustworthy data for a case, especially if that data has not been used or processed before. Data from distinct sources may be of unequal quality, inaccurate, inconsistent, outdated etc. and all of these qualities can also be context specific. That is, one source can be accurate in one domain whereas in another context it may not. In his doctoral dissertation, Hartig proposes trust function that determines context specific trustworthiness score of every Linked Data document or even every RDF triplet (Hartig 2014), which takes trustworthiness of data in the core of Semantic Web Technologies. However, this would also increase complexity of data structures, but could help in data quality issue.

According to Bizer et al. the end goal of Linked Data is to “be able to use the Web like a single global database.” While there may be disagreement with that statement, considering Linked Data as one heterogenous and distributed database raises issue with privacy and data protection. Privacy and licensing issues of data will probably require legal means as well as technical, to protect sensitive personal and business essential data.

Semantic Web is based on Open World Assumption (see chapter 2.4.4) and thus it can be said that default state of data is “unknown” unless otherwise defined. That is, like in real life, when faced with unknown sources or terms, they are not automatically disregarded as false. Dealing with unknown states of data entries can be interpreted as semantic vagueness. Moreover, while term definitions should always be available, definitions can be too loose for accurate interpretation or that may be conflicting with previous definitions. Data mappings and Ontology Alignments (see chapter 2.4.5) are used to minimize issues when
working with multiple ontologies, but there will always lay level of uncertainty when dealing with Semantic Web Technologies and it causes increased complexity for developers.

Noteworthy issue with Semantic Web Technologies is the slow adoption rate outside academic communities. While Linked Data in general has proven to be beneficial in backend systems of large commercial companies, such as web crawlers and search engine visibility, RDF-structure is not widely used even on popular web frameworks. This could be lack of general knowledge of Semantic Web Technologies among developers. According to two-part survey, which was targeted to experienced developers and project managers, and published in 2011, biggest barriers in applying Semantic Web Technologies are lack of tools, skilled programmers, usability of available tools and standard ontologies. Biggest risks mentioned were exceeding time and cost estimations (Della Valle, Niro and Mancas 2011).

2.4.9 Previous studies

There have been number of previous systems and studies related to personalized or automated user interface creation dating back to 1980s. In conference paper from 1985 “Design alternatives for user interface management systems based on experience with COUSIN”, Hayes, Szekely and Lerner provided model based User Interface Management System named COUSIN (Cooperative User Interface) which could be used to build abstracted interface layer on existing applications (Hayes, Szekely and Lerner 1985). COUSIN was structurally model based: all I/O communication between Interface System and application was “slot/value-pairs” where value could be a parameter, command or feedback. Designer would list all required inputs from user and COUSIN would then generate interface for user to fill these “slots” - Practically generating forms for user to fill on the fly. In their paper Haeys et al. about system’s control architecture: “A simple print application might have slots for its parameters -- file to print, number of copies etc. A more complex application, such as the file manager […] would have slots for commands and feedback in addition to parameter slots. Since both COUSIN and the application can access and modify slots at any time, the control architecture is mixed.” On basic level, UI adaptation was similar to later concepts, that is, UI abstraction layer and generation of forms on demand based on information given system requires.
Jacob Eisenstein and Angel Puerta state in their description for adaptive algorithm for MOBI-D interface development environment, that previous work on automated interface design has had mixed success and that systems developed by researchers are only working on limited domains. As they put it: “However, no technique has been shown to be applicable at a general level. We claim that adaptive, automated systems that solicit and respond to user feedback may be able to succeed where previous efforts have failed.” (Eisenstein and Puerta 2000). As a tool, however, MOBI-D seems to be abandoned.

Other studies include paper by Lavie and Meyer who studied benefits of Adaptive User Interfaces by having multiple levels of interface adaptivity from manual to fully adaptive in driving simulation. (Lavie and Meyer 2010). Their study suggest that intermediate UI adaption should be considered over all-or-none system. This study is examined in chapter 2.2. Gajos, Weld and Wobbrock presented their Supple system for automated personalized interface generation in their paper Automatically Generating Personalized User Interfaces with Supple (Gajos, Weld and Jacob 2010). For interface generation, Supple relies on interface specification, which describes the functionality and purpose of an interface, device model is used to include capabilities and limitations of the platform, and finally usage model called user traces for personalization of generated UI. Gajos et al. approach interface generation from optimization point of view and do demonstrate that despite vast number of possible interfaces, up to $10^{17}$ as per to their paper, UI generation is still computationally feasible. Supple system does not use Semantic Web Technologies for creation of interface elements. Also, they refer to an automatically generated UIs are often perceived as being less aesthetically pleasing opposed to ones created by humans and that automated systems, such as Supple, should not be considered as complete replacements, but as alternatives to situations where hand crafting UI for every scenario is not feasible or where personalization matters more than aesthetics. Gajos et al. make valid point on practicality of systems like Supple. That is, often interface code is inseparable from application logic and that makes implementation of separate UI system hard. HTML-based web applications, however, are in good position since presentation markup is separate from logic, thus they generally suit better interface generation on the fly. In their paper, they hypothesize of deploying Supple first in the web context as JavaScript library, which is the same reasoning
for PSUP to be JavaScript library as well, as will be described in chapter 3. JavaScript and web applications have evolved greatly during the past decade and have moved beyond web browsers to run as native application on various platforms and devices. Therefore, making it ideal platform for UI libraries.

In paper Ontology-based Approach to Adaptation Kadlec and Jelinek put forth the idea of using personal ontologies for UI adaptation. While the paper is merely bringing, in their words, “their attitude to the adaptation process for the Semantic web completely based on ontologies”, it also brings forward some key issues and specifications to be solved before proper implementation. These are:

- ontology retrieval and store service specification
- user profile ontology specification and management policies
- ontology translation service specification
- new concept discovery and classification

(Kadlec and Jelinek 2007)

Kadlec and Jelinek raise the issue of ontology merging (alignment). “Storing user profiles as ontologies necessarily leads to need for an ontology merging process which we can identify as the core of the adaptation process. Nowadays, merging is still evolving – fast and accurate reasoners are needed. To overcome this shortcoming, semi-automatic or human-aided ontology merging is applied.” In their proposal automated reasoning is used to merge information-, lexicon- and user ontologies into one they call “adapted information ontology”. Usage of lexicon ontology is for bringing domain specific vocabulary to ontology merging.

Kanjo, Kawai and Tanaka proposed framework called Adaptation Anywhere & Anytime (“A3”) for user adaptation in their conference paper How to build and adaptive web site: A Framework for User Adaptation (Kanjo, Kawai and Tanaka 2004). They suggest using OWL for storing resources in user profile (user ontology) and XSLT for web sites utilizing A3. XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) is XML based markup language used for XML transformations in non-destructive way. That is, original XML file remains unchanged, while output is declared in XSLT document similar to how CSS is
used to transform HTML documents. Kanjo et al. raise issues with profile inconsistencies and user privacy. Main concept in A3 is similar to what is proposed in PSUP. Their proposed profile manager, UOM (User Ontology Manager), is located within each device instead of being shared from cloud.

In the field of Information Technology, twenty years can be a long time for making predictions. In paper Past, Present and Future of User Interface Software Tools (2000), Myers, Hudson and Pausch predicted future where computers can be mounted on anything (IoT) and the need for variety of reusable UIs. “We are at the dawn of an era where user interfaces are about to break out of the ‘desktop’ box where they have been stuck for the past 15 years. The next millennium will open with an increasing diversity of user interfaces on an increasing diversity of computerized devices.” (Myers, Hudson and Pausch 2000) While their paper concentrates on software development tools, many of their predictions have moved from research topic into commercial products. For example, use of voice recognition in TVs and mobile phones.
3 GUI Personalization Framework with Personal Semantic User Profile

Chapter 2 described what Semantic Web Technologies are and related studies in the field. This chapter outlines the concept and features of Personal Semantic User Profile Framework.

3.1 PSUP Framework

Today, there are huge number of different applications and services trying to attract users. We are bombarded with data and information in many different forms and many applications try to find new innovative ways to apply latest techniques for displaying data better than its competitors. There are many ways to visualize information from plain text to elaborate infographics. It can be said, that visually attractive and logically sound user interface in one crucial element for success of an application or service.

However, attractiveness is individual and even if designers and developers think they are creating enticing way to visualize data, it is not guaranteed that every user is satisfied with it. Visually good-looking data or GUI may not seem so attractive to others because of their cultural background, knowledge, age or for many other reasons. Some people just like to view information in certain way because they are used to it. Moreover, some design choices may impair user experience so much that it may become totally unusable for part of their user base. For example, visual impairs such as color blindness, or bad eyesight can completely prevent using application.

There have been lots of research and many attempts to create more meaningful and personalized user interfaces, including automated and adaptive user interfaces. Some of these are discussed in chapter 2.4.9. However, smart GUIs often aim for effectiveness when adapting to situation or visual fidelity without taking user preferences into account. Also, overriding automated adaptions can often be unnecessarily complicated (Lavie and Meyer 2010). Personalization in GUI should not be confined to visual attractiveness only, but on personalization on more semantic level.
Due to the nature of ontologies, Semantic Technologies are useful for storing metadata and handling hierarchical data. Concepts like “author of this book” or “location of a photo” is fairly natural when thinking in semantic triplets. Semantic Web Technologies has been used for this purpose previously in other theses. For example, in his thesis Panu Vartiainen created RDF engine for automated storing of image metadata in mobile phones (Vartiainen 2003) and Jenni Myllynen applied semantic concepts in genealogy (Myllynen 2007). Ontologies, however, can be used to describe and store more abstract concepts. After all, ontologies are linked data and structurally graphs by nature. The idea for semantic personalization framework in this thesis was proposed by Khriyenko in his paper Semantic UI: Automated Creation of Semantically Personalized User Interface (Khriyenko 2015). This PSUP Framework is based on that.

PSUP is a framework for personalizing graphical user interfaces across different domains, applications and services. It uses Semantic Ontologies for storing user preferences, which makes the profile itself more suitable for world described as Open World Assumption and thus suitable for virtually any application. More on Open World Assumption is described in chapter 2.4.4. PSUP GUI Personalization Framework works as an intermediate between user’s preferences and various services. User can create his/her own semantic vocabulary and store it in his/her PSUP profile in RDF format. Being completely semantic and having no static schema, this profile can hold information in many different forms and vocabularies. Thus, as every person is different from one another so is every user profile. That is, every profile has their own ontology and many same concepts can be told differently from profile to profile. This is the key feature of PSUP: every profile is unique. Other than storing user profile, PSUP will also manage outside modifications to profile with proper rights. Modifications to PSUP are frequent because applications not only use profiles to adjust its GUI or data visualization, but also update it on user’s behalf. See attachments for examples of PSUP basic vocabulary and user ontology.
Today, it is not uncommon to have websites utilize third party profiles for login credentials and fetching some basic info from a user via OAuth. Sites often use common platforms such as Google and Facebook to get user logged in to their services. Google and Facebook, however have solid schema for giving our user properties such as name or email. This profile is not extendable to match information service might need. Using semantic profile allows users and services to store data in format of their choosing. The data in a profile can be something general such as name, profession and location, but it can also be more intriguing such as hobbies, preference on how stock market data is displayed or how long his/her commute distance is; profile can hold anything that may have influence on business logic in an application.

Every Personalized Semantic User Profile is stored in RDF. Since stored data can have entities in multitude of different triplets, applications themselves cannot keep record on every possible predicate. Therefore, applications need to have its own set of ontology in which it defines all the possible subjects that can affect the GUI. When user interacts with the application, (s)he can choose to use his/her profile, which then invokes ontology alignment between the application ontology and user’s profile. Alignment is done on other services and can take some time. Therefore, alignment between User Profile and application ontology should be stored in the PSUP storage as well. This saved alignment works as cache making reloading profile much faster in future. Although, should the user profile or application ontology change, alignment will be out of sync and realignment will be re-
quired. General data flow with PSUP applications is shown in Figure 11. Users are identified with unique user id. User profile and identification is elaborated in chapter 3.3 PSUP creation.

It should be noted that while PSUP shares some characteristics of an “automated interface technique”, it is not essentially automated user interface system, but instead UI Personalization System. Therefore, actual automated UI adaptation relies on the service utilizing PSUP. Applications themselves can utilize different UI generation systems. However, there could exist library of PSUP UI components which can do the adaptation automatically. Reusable UI Components is described in chapter 3.6.

PSUP as a concept could work platform independently, but for this thesis, focus is on how it would be implemented in websites. Normally websites use wide range of different JavaScript libraries, frameworks and tools such as jQuery, Backbone, React and Vue. Implementing PSUP framework to a site should be as simple as possible, thus best scenario would be to create it as a JavaScript library too. Preferably one made with native JavaScript with no third-party dependencies such as jQuery for future proof implementation. From website maintainer’s perspective PSUP JavaScript library would be just one drop-in among the other libraries. Of course, if the site is not previously built from compatible elements or in general PSUP in mind, it will require a bit more work from the developer. Implementation to a website is described in further detail in chapter 3.5.

Being semantic and schema-free, PSUP system can be used in heterogenous system environments for transferring user related data between machines or physical devices. Personal Semantic User Profile is not limited to Graphical User Interfaces can be utilized in any Interface that can benefit knowing user’s preferences or ways of doing things. For example, PSUP can be used in IoT environment where devices can come from multiple different vendors and they do not necessary share common API. That may not involve user at all, but instead interfaces are for machines. In general, devices can interact and share data automatically with each other if they have ontologies to match with. However, machine to machine interfaces and web services are not only interfaces related to personal semantic profile. Natural User Interface (NUI) is another system that can utilize semantic profiles
for personalization. NUI is term used to describe interfaces that are unobtrusive or even invisible to a user, and they are easy to internalize, such as some touch or virtual reality interfaces, or using voice to control computer system. For example, in virtual environment personalization can be used to fine tune motions user is required to do as one user can prefer wider arches of movement, whereas other user is less exaggerative.

3.2 PSUP Framework structure

In this proposed GUI Personalization Framework, there are three main “players”: a user, PSUP Service and an application or service implementing the PSUP. This relationship is shown in Figure 12. Common use scenario would be as follows: user launches an application or website and (s)he is then prompted to login with his/her PSUP credentials, if not already logged in. Website then fetches user’s profile from PSUP Storage using PSUP API, aligns the profile ontology with its own and adapts the user interface as best as it can to best serve the users preferences. If user is already logged in, this is done automatically in the background. If user’s profile is already aligned to applications ontology, PSUP API returns stored alignment. User can change the interface within a website and these changes are then updated back to the actual profile. These steps are elaborated in following chapters. API implementation is open, but in this thesis it is considered to be in RESTful architecture using HTTP. Other protocols, such as SOAP, are possible as long as the API does not need to worry about application nor profile states. API requests are not publicly available. That is, CRUD operations on user’s behalf require valid access token to be included within all requests. This is to prevent malicious access to user data. Ontology alignment is handled separately with Java Alignment API and Alignment Server (Euzenat 2016) based on The Alignment API 4.0 (David, et al. 2011).
As PSUP is separate and independent from systems that implement it, PSUP Service offers interface for users to create, view and modify their profile. This management tool can be the start point for creating profile but since one cannot create complete profile of one’s life at once, most of the profile would be filled as the user goes on using services and applications. To be more specific, best case would be when user would not have to specifically edit his/her profile at all. Instead, PSUP would always adapt based on user’s browsing habits and decisions (s)he makes when creating or consuming data. User might never need to use management tool because (s)he can create profile without leaving a site or application. When user goes to a website that is utilizing PSUP Framework, user is offered to create profile on the fly. More on PSUP profile creation on chapter 3.3. However, there may become a situation where user needs to change something specific and therefore an interface for direct profile manipulation is good to exist. Also, user may have general interest or privacy concerns about what kind of data is stored in the profile, or user wants to download all his/her profile data for offline use. Raw Turtle notation used in PSUP RDF files is somewhat human readable, but might require more technical knowledge for better understanding. Therefore, management tool requires better visualization for it to be usable for everyone.

Figure 12. User, PSUP and applications relationship.
As the world gets more and more connected, functioning Internet connection, albeit not reliable all the time, could be assumed. Therefore, main proposal for storing Personal Semantic User Profile is in the cloud, but for connection problems or offline use by user’s choice PSUP could be stored locally as well. When user goes back online, PSUP is then synced back to the cloud. In future, PSUP could be used on local application and even on operating system level. Local profile, however, brings a range of technical issues, such as actual location on different platforms, and update order if same properties have been updated in offline on separate devices. Thus, in scope of this thesis, PSUP storage is assumed to be located on online servers (cloud). Also, for the scope of implementation being by JavaScript library, automatic adaptation on unvisited sites is not possible. Login on single site can be stored in cookies, but as cookies cannot be cross-domain, user will not be automatically logged in when (s)he arrives to a new site. This will mean that user does not get automatically personalized GUI, but instead (s)he must wait for the JavaScript library to load and then login. If user profile were part of web browser, e.g. via extension, PSUP could be utilized on page render time. This would result in better user experience.

3.3 PSUP creation and structure

For Personal Semantic User Profile to be popular, it needs to be as automated and inconspicuous as possible. If registering takes too much time, conversion rate, that is how many users who start the registration process will finish filling in the form, is going to be low. Users generally do not have patience to go through forms spanning multiple pages setting up info they might not need. Ideal option is to have PSUP creation possible on every website that utilizes PSUP JavaScript library. Having popups is considered distracting, but websites could have other non-disruptive ways to inform user that (s)he can customize his/her user experience. For example, simple bar on top of the site or message appearing in one of the corners.

For user to be identified, only email is required. Even password can be left out as, given that valid email is received, system can send expiring single use password for the user. User could be prompted to give password later, but (s)he could also continue receiving one time codes every login. Single use verification codes can be used alongside normal pass-
word for extended security. So called two-factor authentication requires user to enter verification code(s) he receives as email or, if phone number is provided, as SMS after entering normal login credentials. This way user account is safe even if someone else gets access to its username and password.

PSUP login identification is email, optional password (if user doesn’t want to use one-time tokens), optional phone number for two-factor authentication and optional real name field. There shouldn’t be too much required information. For being as flexible as Semantic Technologies are, users should have the power to choose what information is stored. Some might want to use separate profiles for work and free time. User’s login credentials are held separately from actual semantic RDF-data for example in SQL-database. User’s common information can also have other details as well, although it is not necessary for PSUP to work. This additional information could include usage logs for possible error situations, or fallback details for recovering lost credentials.

As seen in Figure 13, there are at least two possible ways to arrange user’s RDF-data: all the semantic data is in one big pool of data, or application specific semantic data is stored independently, but still having some shared common data. On higher abstraction level, single profile entity may seem clearer, but considering implementation, having multiple sub-profiles have following benefits.

- Better separation of concerns
- Security, single applications cannot see data given to others
- Easier to maintain as every sub-profile can be stored separately (allowing e.g. partial offline profile)
- Easier to avoid namespace issues and thus prevent possible security holes as namespaces and prefixes can be faked

As a downside, applications may want to access similar data and this will lead to data duplication. User can have same preferences multiple times in his/her Semantic Profile. To avoid data duplication, user can have one shared RDF that is visible to every application. This shared ontology holds most common user data such as general likes/dislikes, major disabilities etc. When application then tries to match user profile against its own ontology,
PSUP could first use this shared space to find matches and, only for properties that are not found, offer user to add new information either in shared space or in application space within his/her Personal Semantic User Profile.

Figure 13. Two ways for storing profile data in PSUP

Every User Profile is initially created by using PSUP Ontology which defines basic vocabulary and concepts of a profile. These concepts include common properties that could affect business logic of various applications, such as “profile” (top level class), “preference”, “likes”, “dislikes”, “hasRestriction”, “age”, “location” and “isInterestedIn”. Root element of every Semantic User Profile is an instance of Profile class. Naturally all OWL, RDF and RDFS properties are also available and applications can have their own vocabulary.

It is clear that one ontology simply cannot cover every possible concept that can affect GUIs. Therefore, every user is provided with possibility of creating own ontology on top of basic PSUP vocabulary. User is free to create his/her own objects and predicates or use many open vocabularies (see chapter 2.4.3 Open vocabularies). However, creating own vocabulary can be daunting task for a person who does not have knowledge in the area of Semantic Web unless (s)he is properly guided. Best case would be if GUI for creating ontology is very intuitive to use, thus, average user does not even need to know what Semantic Web is. Interface should allow directly writing simple sentences, such as “I read lots of books” for user to describe themselves. Then, using Natural Language Understanding (NLU) methods, text is parsed into semantic triplets that are stored within user’s PSUP. NLU is considered AI-Hard (also known as AI-Complete) problem (Yampolskiy 2012)
and modelling of the semantics of adjectives is also considered difficult task (McCrae, et al. 2014), but using restrictions in sentences, like length and language, would help implementing such system to PSUP Framework.

3.4 Updating PSUP

One of the key features of Personalized Semantic User Profile is that it evolves over time. More accurate profile means better user experience with services user has used in the past, and with services user is yet to experience. There are multiple ways on how PSUP gets updated. These methods can be roughly divided into two categories: user originated and automated changes. User originated methods include all PSUP update actions where user makes the decision whether in normal interaction with different GUIs or directly modifying his/her profile with PSUP Management Tool GUI, that is, manually update PSUP records. Automated update events happen without user’s direct involvement when GUIs align to user’s profile. Applications may also make updates to user’s Semantic Profile, but it should be clear for the user when this happens so that user can ensure his/her PSUP still represents himself/herself.

3.4.1 Ontology alignment and automated update methods

When a user lands on a website or uses an application, (s)he can log in to PSUP Service via OAuth methods, and initial ontology alignment between his/her PSUP and application’s ontology is generated. Application can use matching information to modify user’s experience by changing its GUI or business logic per user preferences. From application’s point of view, this is what there needs to be for PSUP implementation. If application uses just PSUP Service API, steps would be as follows:

1. Application makes authorized API request to PSUP Service for user data given that user has logged in or otherwise granted permission with valid access token. Application needs to provide its own ontology with the request.
2. PSUP Framework generates ontology alignment either internally or using separate alignment service.
3. Alignment summary is sent back to application, where user must verify matched items. User may also fix mismatches, provide missing information or remove matches (s)he is not comfortable with.

4. Applications sends user confirmation to PSUP Service.

5. PSUP Service responds with aligned data values.

6. Application can now adapt according to user profile. Providing service developers have built various GUI and logic behaviors.

This ensures that 1) user data is protected as no data values are sent until alignment is accepted, 2) user can provide only data values (s)he feels comfortable with, 3) user can easily add missing data, 4) no additional ontology data needs to be sent between PSUP Service and application and 5) every alignment is sent back to PSUP framework for future use. This will give best security for user data. Alternative and more distributed version would be to allow services use third party alignment services. However, if user profile is structured as one big entity (see chapter 3.3), possibly malicious application can receive all user profile entity names. Although entity values are not explicitly provided without user permission. Getting access to entity names alone may still cause privacy concerns. Data flow would be as follows.

1. Application makes authorized request for user profile but do not provide its own ontology.

2. Optional: User is prompted to authorize access to full profile entities.

3. PSUP Service needs to send either shared or full profile entities depending on his/her PSUP data structure. No data values are sent.

4. Service sends ontologies to third party alignment service or has its own methods.

5. After ontology alignment, applications must send it to PSUP Service for actual data values according to matched entity names.

7. PSUP Service sends alignment summary for user to accept. User can modify, remove, or provide information on missing items.

8. Applications sends user confirmation to PSUP Service.

9. PSUP Service sends aligned data

10. Application can now adapt according to user profile.
Services utilizing PSUP may have its own methods for alignment or it can distribute the work to third party alignments services. Third party alignment services may be preferred for better performance or accuracy. However, if alignment or other parts of implementation is distributed to third party services, more steps are required to ensure security and proper data flow. PSUP Framework suggested in thesis this does not require alignment to be done via PSUP API but it should provide at least basic level alignment API for simple use cases. As mentioned in chapter 3.1, regardless of ontology alignment service used, alignments should be sent to PSUP Service to be stored for later use. This is because alignment process can be time and resource consuming, therefore using cached version saves time and bandwidth.

Basic dataflow of initial ontology alignment was stated above. However, this should be considered as a starting point for automatic PSUP evolution. PSUP updates can flow bidirectionally between PSUP Service and applications implementing it. This means that applications can update users profile automatically. Actions made within services and applications echo back to user’s profile, thus making updates to user’s PSUP on the fly. Depending on user’s actions and repeating behaviors, application can use its own vocabulary to make updates to user’s PSUP. Thus, making application specific personalization more accurate or adaptable should user’s preferences change over time. Reasons and logic for updates is in the hands of application developers, not PSUP Framework. For example, if user who browses parts for a motorbike, store application may deduce that user owns one, is interested in motorbikes and is generally interested in motor vehicles and therefore make update to that user’s PSUP as well. However, in domain of online shopping, store applications gather lots of information on its users and may also base other deductions from other user behaviors as well. For example, based on user behavior statistics, users that browse items in certain category are usually also interested in products on another category as well. Assumptions based on statistics are not true for every customer and therefore should not be a justification for Semantic Profile update. Personal Semantic User Profile is based on facts that user can agree to, thus keywords and triplets in semantic ontologies should avoid modal verbs that indicate uncertainty, for example predicate “mightBeInterested”.

To make sure user can agree to his/her profile, all updates should be informed to user un-
less (s)he has explicitly given permission to an application to modify his/her profile in background. PSUP JavaScript should include functionality of showing message when websites want to make updates on his/her profile. For other platforms, such as native mobile applications, PSUP API requires new token for important profile updates and thus, preventing silent updates without user’s acknowledgement.

As a person uses different applications, his/her PSUP will grow. At some point the information new application requires is very likely already within user’s PSUP. In this case, it would be beneficial for new application to have access to previous data used in similar applications. However, depending on data structure this may be hard. In previous chapter, two different structures of user ontology were suggested: full profile as one entity or multiple sub-profiles for each application. If PSUP structure is stored and handled as one big RDF storage, it will cause privacy concerns more easily as every automatic alignment is done directly against full profile. This is the case if applications are using third party ontology alignment services. Naturally user could be required to find all matching pairs between his/her PSUP and application ontology, but considering the possible size of ontologies, it is most likely far too big task for any person. Therefore, alignment should be done automatically as far as possible and only involve user in situations where term match was not found. For accurate automatic ontology alignment to be possible, align service must be provided with all (domain) dependent information.

As suggested in previous chapter, better solution compared to one ontology RDF would be to divide user ontology into separate subsections where most commonly used vocabularies and preferences are stored in shared ontology and application specific vocabularies are in their own. However, if PSUP structure is divided into separate sandboxed sections, it can cause unnecessary data duplication as mentioned in chapter above. It will also add complexity to RDF storage and data sharing between applications, because applications do not have direct access to data in another section. Technically application specific ontology could be in separate RDF file or database, but PSUP Service should contain mediator which controls all incoming queries. That is, full ontology is not provided directly upon requests, but this mediator will query and parse required entities from both shared common and application specific sections of user’s PSUP, thus making it possible for all user data to
physically locate in same RDF file or database. Having two separate sections within PSUP RDF will raise questions on what grounds properties are divided between general and application specific sections. In general, this should be left for the user to decide. During ontology alignment summary, user could have possibility to choose URI prefix of any given ontology entity. It is acknowledged, however, that some data duplication may be unavoidable.

### 3.4.2 User originated update methods

All methods where user manually makes changes to visualizations and other GUI behaviors can be considered as user originated updates. This can happen when user directly changes the GUI while using it. When presented with data, (s)he might be given a choice on how it will be displayed assuming application or website has implemented multiple visualization styles. Choice might be simple a checkbox, dropdown or more elaborate popup with detailed instructions and preview of how data will look on each choice. This gives control to user, although, (s)he will most likely find it bothersome should (s)he be forced to make all choices at once upon arriving to a site for the first time before (s)he can get access to the data (s)he originally came for. Therefore, in most cases it would be better if services set default values for data visualization and other personalize values. Websites may even choose to not use personalization framework site wide at all. Nothing prohibits websites utilizing PSUP on just distinct sections of a site. Using default values would also make transition to personalized web less obtrusive to current browsing experience, because personalization works as “opt in”, that is, user can adopt it if (s)he wants to, but everything still works as before on default.

Given the scope of this thesis, semantic personalization can only work on sites that use PSUP JavaScript library. Easiest way to make website element PSUP compatible is to explicitly initialize it with PSUP JavaScript methods. Actual technical implementation is detailed in chapter 3.5. In simplest implementation style, it is up to website developers to make personalization options available for each GUI component. However, for more complete web wide personalization, web developers should be offered tools for implementing PSUP with pre-made GUI widgets that automatically utilize semantic profile. This saves
time and cost of making adapting GUIs available to users. PSUP widgets and functionalities are proposed in further detail in chapter 3.6. Every PSUP widget can be individually modified from options icon on that element. For the sake of usability and avoiding clutter in UI, it is better to hide those icons on default. Instead, message or icon is shown on top of the website from which user can toggle highlighting of all modifiable items. Many browsers support third party extension and should PSUP be one, PSUP icon could be shown directly in browser toolbar as well and thus freeing space for visualizations. Possible locations for PSUP Modification indicators are shown in Figure 14. Another reason for showing PSUP icon or message on top or in browser toolbar is for giving the possibility to make site wide alterations, such as currency, font size etc. that will affect all GUI widgets used on the site.

Figure 14. Possible locations for PSUP modification indicators within a web browser toolbar or web site. Modifications can be site wide or distinct element specific.

Over time user’s semantic profile will grow allowing more complex interactions and automatic deductions of preferences (s)he might not have manually given (derived information) and thus, giving more accurate profile of user as a person. However, overlapping semantic entities within user ontology might cause conflicts. Conflicts may be caused by user errors, but also changes in state of mind. Personal preferences are not the only factor in user be-
behavior. Among cultural background and cognitive skills, user’s mood, motivation and goals can change during a day (Lavie and Meyer 2010). Storing and changing situational preferences is challenging due to inability of detecting changes in user environment. Location dependent preferences could be read via APIs device or operating systems offer, but location alone may not be the deciding element for changing GUI or preferred input method. More specific measures are needed to detect if a person is moving via bike (prefer voice commands) or tram (use bigger icons). However, detection of environment changes is not in the scope of this thesis. Situational preferences also raise a question of how it will be stored. If a user makes direct changes in PSUP widget, it is not clear whether (s)he prefers it always like that, or just for this one case. If user PSUP is not large, preferences can be approximated either by using only the best matching (see chapter 2.4.5), last or averaged numerical value. With enough data, user behavior can be calculated more precisely with machine learning methods.

When UI is changed in runtime, PSUP is updated on the fly via AJAX request to PSUP server. Preferably the data sent to PSUP server does not hold specific information about what visualization was selected for a part of a site or data, but instead semantic information of what type of visualization is preferred. The information stored to PSUP should be semantically general so it can be applied in other sites as well. For example, if the user wants key features in audio related products to be shown in table format, triple stored to PSUP would be:

```
user1234:audioProducts psup:preferredDisplayFormat “table”.
```

Subject audioProduct refers to an entity in user’s ontology. This triple resource would be stored either in user’s general ontology or application/site specific sub ontology (see chapter 3.3 PSUP creation). Technically, PSUP does not prevent storing single, specific choices such as “for this product only, show data in table format”, but should product be removed, that resource will become meaningless within the profile unless PSUP automatic cleaning methods are developed. Redundant data instances can be manually removed with PSUP Management tool, but as PSUP is likely large data store, it should not be responsibility of a
user. Therefore, if specific choices are made, they could be time limited and removed after expiration.

### 3.4.3 PSUP Management Tool

PSUP Management Tool is a separate interface for viewing and modifying personal profile. Management Tool allows user not only to edit personal information directly, but also him/her to see all the applications (s)he has given permission to view and edit his/her PSUP. Management tool is available online from a server and requires user login credentials described in chapter 3.3. Technically PSUP Management Tool acts very much like every other service or application using PSUP Framework. That is, it can use the same PSUP API as other GUIs.

As PSUP can grow very large, data visualization becomes more important, especially for non-technology oriented people. Advanced user can understand RDF notations and they can be offered an access to edit RDF-data directly. However, even for advanced users, this can be error-prone without proper code highlighting and syntax spellchecking, thus, GUI for editing RDF data is needed. People who do not have knowledge of underlying technologies can see relationship between different data entities if they are represented in graphical format. Thus, one natural way of visualizing RDF data is graphs. Yet, if profile data set is big, it can be hard to get full picture from a simple graph. Also, user may want to know to what parts of his/her profile a service has access, why, and how service uses that information in its GUI. If user removes a node, changes its identifier or value, how will it affect user experience? An example of a view in management tool UI can be seen in Figure 15. In this use case, user has opened a node which represents general interest in information technology. Applications could use this information to pre-filter content that is in category of IT, for example, in online stores, news or library content. In figure, blue prefixes are used to indicate user vocabulary, thus, “preference_information_technology” is instance of preference class, which is described in PSUP basic vocabulary (see chapter 3.3). Basic vocabularies are prefixed with green “psup:”. Other useful information includes key details of preference instance such as title, alternative titles and data hierarchy. Ontology match for a library ontology is shown including likeness to the matching element with-
in library ontology (85%). Vocabulary from library application is shown with yellow pre-
fix. Applications using this instance are listed for quick recognition of where current item
is used. User also has ability edit and remove the instance.

Figure 15. UI visualization for PSUP Management Tool

Management tool requires clever ways to filter, search and display relevant data instances
for the user. Semantic technologies make keyword based search more versatile as search
results can show similar keywords and synonyms used in different application ontologies.
That is, user who is keen to see his/her stored interests likely uses keyword “interest” in
search field. However, an application might use keyword “hobbies” for reading similar
information in its personalization options. Given that ontology alignment is done between
user and application ontology, some type of similarity match is likely been made for both
keywords, thus, search result can intelligently show matches from application as well even
if keywords are not similar with string based techniques. With intelligent automation,
PSUP data could be reduced and combined, and redundant instances could be detected and
removed. However, design of automated data reduction is not in scope of this thesis. Build-
ing easy-to-use interface for controlling RDF profile, which can potentially contain life span of user information and preferences, is a vast task and requires studies on its own.

3.5 Implementation

As described before, PSUP framework is built on Semantic Web Technologies. Data is stored in RDF storage, files or database, and requests are done by using Simple Semantic Web Architecture and Protocol (SSWAP). Alignment process is described in further detail in chapter 3.4. In short, valid user access token is required when requesting user profile and alignment is done by either PSUP or a third-party service. In this chapter requests and other implementation details are elaborated.

Today, websites can often be considered as web applications due to lack of traditional document structure: instead of loading full documents, web applications often generate new views or update content partially on the fly via WebSocket protocol or AJAX requests. Not only web applications, but distinct application UI components can be examined as separate web services that individually attend to their state and content as well. Thus, personalization can also be done on a whole application level or on single UI component level. Each component, upon receiving user data, can modify output of its HTML code regardless of application or other component states. When page is initially loaded PSUP JavaScript library detects all uninitialized PSUP compatible UI components. Request(s) for user data from PSUP API is then initialized and after ontology matching process, UI elements are personalized according to the user data. If no match for any data entry is found, user is prompted to fill it in and PSUP will be notified of it (insert/update) as described in chapter 3.4. User has also an option to ignore missing data request, which would lead to UI component to be in its default state. PSUP request can also be explicitly triggered e.g. upon receiving new data from a server, or by user action. Steps for receiving user data for UI component personalization is visualized in Figure 16.

In HTML based user interface, UI component capable of PSUP based personalization can be marked with descriptive class name that PSUP JavaScript library can detect upon page load. However, since HTML5 allows the use of data-attributes, those could be used as well
for marking PSUP capable elements and storing values within HTML element itself. This not only reduces the need for keeping track of additional data structures on front end, but also makes distinction between application logic and rendering clearer, since class-attributes are often associated with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and respects HTML standard.

![Figure 16. Data flow of UI Component personalization](image)

Upon receiving data request, PSUP generates applicable SPARQL query against stored data within RDF storage and returns it to application or single UI component. It should be noted that, for implementation interoperability between different platforms, PSUP service does not return application rendering specific markup. For instance HTML as not all applications are HTML based. Many applications for specific, often closed, systems use their own proprietary systems for view rendering. Format of data that application receives can be determined in the request, but semantic formats such as RDF, RDF/XML, JSON-LD or RDF/JSON are preferred. This way, implementation of personalization effects is left for application developers or UI components. Considering PSUP API being RESTful architecture, request for user data can be done via HTTP GET method. As seen in Figure 17, desired response type could be defined in query string in requested URI (as described in chapter 2.4.7), within RESTful endpoint URI itself or by Accept header in GET-request. Accept header lists the MIME types of a requested resource client system is willing to receive. The benefit of this is that it allows definition of multiple response types in one re-
quest as accept header is a comma separated and does not require modifications to API REST endpoint structure, thus would be considered as best practice. However, all given options are a matter of endpoint configuration and therefore possible. Albeit, PSUP Service should only accept one to avoid confusion and implementation of the same functionality multiple times.

PSUP API Query response formal definition
1) Query string
   https://psupservicenet/rest/1.0/user/1234/preferences?responseType=rdf.xml

2a) REST endpoint (before resource identifying path components)
   https://psupservicenet/rest/1.0/json-ld/user/1234/preferences

2b) REST endpoint (string match from last path component)
   https://psupservicenet/rest/1.0/user/1234/preferences/rdf.xml

3) Accept header in GET-request
   GET https://psupservicenet/rest/1.0/user/1234/preferences HTTP/1.1
   Accept: application/rdf+xml

Figure 17. Methods of defining API request response type

To keep track of applications using person’s semantic profile, applications could be required to register themselves to PSUP system. This helps identifying requesting applications, permissions they have for person’s data and allows them to describe reasons why certain data is required. From purely technical standpoint, application registration is not mandatory, but in practice it will help keeping requests in order. Upon registering in PSUP management tool, every application receives identification key (string hash) which can be used (or required) in every API request. Registering allows developers to inform PSUP Framework different domains and namespaces in which their application operates on. This gives semantical context. Even further, applications could be allowed to preload their ontologies (just vocabularies, not entire data sets) to PSUP for pre-calculated (reasoned) ontology matching against most common predicates. Also, in case of website, informing domain name prevents malicious use of hijacked identification key. That is, requests using an identification key is only allowed from set of domains and subdomains defined by application developers and malicious use is easier to track down.
Access token generation is straightforward process. Access tokens are used to verify application’s privilege to user’s information. That is, user has been informed and by his/her action application is authorized to his/her full or partial semantic profile, or permission to modify it. User action can be as simple as a simple click of a button if intent is clear. General data flow of API request was shown in Figure 16. In Figure 18 first step (authorization) is elaborated. For security reasons, permission request is generated by PSUP service either by redirecting user to PSUP domain or via popup or a separate browser window, thus preventing faux permission views. This way user can be sure that the privileges that the application is requesting are real. Otherwise, malicious application could fake permission list and user might be fooled to give access to information (s)he is unaware of. For every request against PSUP API, valid access token is required in request HTTP header. Should the application require additional information, i.e. outside the scope of existing access token, new access token is required and user is again prompted to accept it.

![Figure 18. Granting access to user information.](image)

Keeping track of requests and access token requires a storage system. A simple database system is suggested for that. As every application has identification hash (as mentioned above), it can be used to index every request by that application. Logging database is part of PSUP system, however, physically it can reside on a separate server. Logs can be used to detect malicious actions, analytics or debugging. Similar to request logs, access tokens
are stored in database with information such as generated token, user id, application id, data privileges given to this access token, expiration time and possibly device or browser identification should permission be limited to a single device.

It is clear that PSUP Framework service requires active maintenance, thus raising the question of development, administration and upkeep of the entire system. For active development, open source model is suggested. Core team would be responsible for acceptance of pull requests and new features from contributors and community. For distribution, PSUP system could be considered as a type of “as-a-service” system instead of a single monolithic service or product maintained by single organization and residing in one server. That is, PSUP Framework is downloadable from dedicated open source repository and organizations can then proceed to install PSUP System of their own, thus, creating a network of PSUP systems. With discovery system via SSWAP, separate PSUP Frameworks can be found. User might be more inclined to use GUI personalization system if it is maintained by an organization (s)he trusts. Skillful user could even create his own private PSUP repository. Naturally, maintaining discovery of many PUSP providers can be hard: databases may not be current, some entries might not be available anymore and some might be yet to discover. Some PSUP services might be deliberately hidden if they are private. Therefore, on PSUP login user could be shown a list of most common PSUP services, but also text input where (s)he can write URL of some other PSUP service. From application’s perspective it does not matter where user data comes from as long as it is compatible with alignment service.

3.6 Reusable Semantic UI Widgets

UI adaptation between an application’s and user’s ontologies was described above. Despite of issues of semantic web technologies mentioned in chapter 2.4.8, using semantic technologies for GUI adaptation in PSUP Framework is still a quite straightforward concept. That is, application has a set of vocabulary which affects its UI rendering and logic. Upon user arrival or interaction, this vocabulary is compared to user’s profile for similarities. If user data has matches, or user creates them on the fly, application UI can be adapted according to matched items, which effectively describe user preferences. Although this leads
to more interoperable user experience from application to application, it is still limited to
time and resource restrictions during the development. This is because developers should
make UI adaptable to their own semantic vocabulary, meaning they are required to imple-
ment all possible UI visualization and logic models themselves. Instead of making one UI,
developers need to make several UI permutations from different parameters, and that re-
quires more development time, and therefore more money and resources. Naturally com-
panies are free to decide which parts of the UI are modifiable by user preferences, thus
they can choose best resource allocation for most competitive final product. Even if seman-
tic personalization only works on few key features of an application, those can make clear
significance against competition. However, while PSUP Framework is ubiquitous due to
its ability of being implementable for different platforms, it is still dependent upon how
much companies can gain business value from time, money and other resources they need
to invest. Every new feature and visualization option in application logic makes application
state management more complex, which can lead to coding errors and security attack vec-
tors within product. This eventually leads to lowered user satisfaction. Considering these
reasons, reusable, semantic and PSUP compatible widgets are required.

In his paper, Semantic UI: Automated Creation of Semantically Personalized User Inter-
face, Khryenko proposes semantic API for discovering visualization modules based on
their functionality, that is, inputs and outputs, thereby allowing developers to build seman-
tic interfaces block by block. Using SSWAP for service-to-service communication and
Resource Description Graph (RDG) for module descriptions, interfaces can be built auto-
matically based on application ontology, but also taking user preferences into account
(Khriyenko 2015). This means that application’s GUI can be partially or even entirely out-
sourced to semantic widgets that are loaded on-the-fly as user loads a page or application,
thus, replacing static and immutable UI components. Developers’ only control is determin-
ing what inputs and outputs are allowed from third party widgets so that they can store
required business relevant information on their own systems. Benefit of reusable widgets is
that, assuming suitable widgets are available, GUIs become truly personalized as every
user can be provided with, not only unique, but also preferred set of GUI components ac-
cording to his/her semantic profile. Also, instead of using resources on GUI components
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and visualization, developers have more time to work on other parts of their application, such as business logic. If widgets become popular and numerous, entire application could be built based on those. However, there are multiple downsides as well. For truly unique user experience, there needs to be lots of widget providers as combinations of inputs and outputs, that is different use cases, are huge. Being semantic in nature, widgets have benefit of not having to be exact match for application’s requirement unless that requirement is critical for business logic. This is because ontology matching is determined by similarity values (see chapter 2.4.5) and if output from a widget is close enough for application, it is usable for a given GUI component location. This is the case in simple visualization preferences. However, when dealing with user identifying information that is critical for business logic, such as user name, exact device model or numbers, application may require outputs of very high similarity to their own ontology. When dealing with user information, privacy and security are high concern, especially with responsibility of conserving user data, in situation where credit card or passwords need to be given. Traditionally service and application providers are required to ensure security of their products and databases. In case of a data breach, the company who maintains and controls databases is held accountable. However, when using runtime discoverable widgets, developers cannot control what widgets are shown for each user yet those widgets are provided with sensitive user data if its output is deemed valid. This makes security liability unclear: which of widget provider, widget selector service or widget utilizer (i.e. service user is using) is held most accountable. Thus, nothing prevents malicious widget providers storing user information for their own purposes such as identity theft or selling them forward. Widgets that are determined as malicious can be removed from the discovery system and some kind of trust score could be given for each widget, but security should not be only reactive when issues arise. Users could be prompted to accept every used GUI component separately, giving a chance to determine if (s)he can accept requested information about him/her, but from usability standpoint it is not advisable to stop the user all the time. Therefore, discoverable semantic widgets are good tools for extending semantic and personalized user interfaces, but they do have big security issue to be solved. Another issue arises when widgets need to work together but input/output similarities are not high enough. Should developers nevertheless create one working fallback UI without personalization options in that case? It would di-
minish the benefit of faster development with automatic widgets. Otherwise, in best case scenario, user would have to view or fill data that is unnecessary for business logic, therefore making user experience worse even if it is somewhat personalized. In worst case scenario, business logic fails altogether when suitable widget is not found.

![Diagram of Widget Locator Service]

**Figure 19.** Widget locator service.

Above, some technical benefits and issues of semantic widgets were listed. Outside technical limitations, companies may have issues with UI consistency and therefore branding and brand recognition. Although usability of an application may become better for each individual user due to personalized GUI, application developers lose degree of control over consisted visual language of their software. Visual language is essential for user satisfaction as it will give more polished look and feel, which again can give competitive leverage over competitors, but may also be essential for a brand. Companies with well-known brands are strict on how they are represented. In commercial product development designers and developers need to be compliant to brand guidelines that define usage of colors, margins, images, look and feel etc. However, if GUI structuring and rendering is automati-
cally generated at runtime, developers cannot guarantee that user experience is in line with brand rules. Additionally, while a widget may have user preferred logic and visual style, thus better usability, it may still conflict with other widgets in same application, thereby making overall user experience worse. In his paper Khiryenko used XHTML as an example output from remote visualization service. HTML is good for web content as it can be stylized with cascading style sheets (CSS), therefore helping to maintain visual consistency and brand guidelines. For semantic GUI personalization to work on other platforms, HTML output may not be suitable and different set of widgets is required. However, output type can be declared in widget module RDG and, in theory, it would be possible to make emulators or converters that modify widget output to target platform. This could be combined with widget locator service. Operating principle of centralized locator service is elaborated in Figure 19 below. Locator holds list of known widgets and developers can register URL of their widget to this locator service making them available for applications to use. Based on input and output description in widget’s RDG, locator can then provide application most suitable widget using ontology matching. This can be an automated process. Locator can either hold widget descriptions, updating them time to time in case of changes or when widget becomes unavailable, or it can have widgets grouped (automatically or during widget registration process) so that it can always check their suitability at runtime. Some level of caching would be required to avoid excessive HTTP requests. Example of a single discoverable widget RDG is shown in Figure 20.
Visual inconsistency is bad for user experience, but more easily manageable than inconsistencies with usage logic. That is, one widget behaves differently than others. Therefore, PSUP system should either strongly recommend best practices for widget developers, or even force widgets to be built on specific structure or framework. Discovery system can then favor widgets that follow these instructions. Also, as seen in Figure 14, every UI component can have standardized basic functionality for user initialized modifications in form of a recognizable cog-icon, thus making it easier for user to alter or change widget in a component slot. Common design pattern for widget modifications will give user the feel of consistency and control even if separate widgets have different internal behavior while giving developers freedom to build widgets as they see fit for achieving desired functionality. As developers are individuals with preferred coding styles, there will always be a level of inconsistency between applications in which suggested semantic widgets also belong.
Therefore, balance between required specifications (quality) and freedom (quantity) is needed.

While technical implementation (prototype) is not present, it is hard to determine if reusable widgets can work in practice. Security issues aside, lag can also cause usability issues as UI is created on-the-fly if discovery or server providing widget output is slow. Ideally there would be widgets to be found for each scenario, but in practice application developers are probably required to make fallback UI components for situations where fitting widget is not found, or one becomes unavailable. As a concept, however, semantic discoverable widgets can enhance personalization systems such as PSUP Framework.

3.7 Issues

As with other automated UI systems, one problem PSUP Framework also faces is unpredictability. Myers et al. puts it: “Automatic and model-based techniques have suffered from the problems of unpredictability. In fact, because heuristics are often involved, the connection between specification and result can be quite difficult to understand and control. Programmers must also learn a new language for specifying the models, which raises the threshold of use” (Myers, Hudson and Pausch 2000). In domain of user interface creation, that means developers cannot be certain how UI, especially if third party discoverable widgets are used, will look for the users. This will raise questions like:

- how do you make sure every required element is shown (e.g. in forms, no required input is hidden nor neglected)?
- how do you keep visual language consistent?
- is everything required shown and is the user aware of next step?

With automated interface systems, developer lose some control over the visuals and layouts, for example, division and order of the required inputs. Instead, they describe requirements on higher level and then trust for the system to provide logical enough user interface. In form views UI system may be providing user with input fields for required parameters and data, but they may be sorted illogically. That can cause confusion and worse conversion rate, which in commercial field is undesired. Illogical UI can produce
unwarranted cognitive workload for user. Visual fidelity, aside from logical UI, is also part of user experience. If an application is working in very competitive market, developers must consider whether the best way to differentiate from competition is to focus on well-designed, handcrafted and polished UI or if user specific personalized UI is more important as they are contradicting concepts. PSUP Framework cannot guarantee both. Semantic vagueness and visualizing RDF data for unexperienced user is also hard. If user’s profile is not large, it is likely that upon arrival to a website, (s)he does not have required information in his/her profile for matching against website’s ontology. Therefore, user is opted to fill that information in terms defined by that website. At this stage, user probably does not need to see or understand RDF, but as the profile grows larger, need to view or edit profile data directly may arise. Visualizing all the user data in clear understandable way is a complex issue. Prefixes and domain names can take up big parts of screen space, especially on smaller mobile devices, making overall visualization cluttered (see Figure 15). Yet, those domain names are important for context. Therefore, smart data reductions, filters and search tools are required in PSUP management tools. As the profile grows, it will hold lot of information from which part of is likely duplicate entities. Storing data is not an issue in this day and clean up tools can be built to PSUP management tool (see chapter 3.4.3), but it is hard to predict what type of information profile will hold after years of building.

It is easy to falsely presume that personal, adaptive UI must have better usability. However, in practice system like PSUP requires lots of initial user input. As stated above, building user profile is a long endeavor, because it is not viable to make it complete in one step. Moreover, people change, preferences and abilities are not constant. Even physical abilities, such as eyesight deteriorate over time due to aging and that should be reflected in user’s profile. One cannot predict all possible predicates and preferences to a profile, instead as it evolves over time, some contexts and domains become deprecated. This means that user cannot fill in information up front even if (s)he wants to. It would not only be tedious task, but simply impossible. Also, whenever websites update their ontologies, widgets may become unavailable, new ones are discovered and realignment is required, and user needs to confirm the new alignment. Realignments could be automated if matching systems
evolve for accurate enough precision without user involvement. For example, using machine learning and services like WordNet. However, after profile is thorough enough realignment will become simpler task every time due to higher likelihood of existing information satisfying matching predicates. For this thesis, minor prototyping was done for PSUP maintenance application and ontology matching API by using Java Apache Jena. It gave indication of complexity of RDF visualization, but since no PSUP utilizing application project was conducted, actual end-user usability is hard to determine.

Possible issues outside technical implementation involve likelihood of traction PSUP Framework could get, and maintenance. Open sourcing codebase with suitable license is one way of building community and making sure PSUP system stays in active development even if small core team would be required for quality control and directing development in general. Semantic GUI system should not be considered as a single monolithic service on a server, but instead a network of independently maintained PSUP services (see end of chapter 3.5). With such open community project, there is an issue of who owns the profile data.

In Scientific American (2001) Tim Berner-Lee and co-authors predicted that open semantic web and agent technologies will revolutionize World Wide Web by bringing structure and meaningful content to Web pages. This semantic web is often referred as Web 3.0. Berner-Lee in his book Weaving the Web: “I have a dream for the Web [in which computers] become capable of analyzing all the data on the Web – the content, links, and transactions between people and computers. A ‘semantic web’, which should make this possible, has yet to emerge, but when it does, the day-to-day mechanisms of trade, bureaucracy and our daily lives will be handled by machines talking to machines. The ‘intelligent agents’ people have touted for ages will finally materialize.“ (Berners-Lee and Fischetti 2000). However, a survey from 2010 shows that his vision is yet to be realized. 52% of experts and 47% of participants of the survey agreed with the statement “By 2020, the semantic web envisioned by Tim Berners Lee will not be as fully effective as its creators hoped and average users will not have noticed much of a difference“ (Anderson and Rainie 2010). Also, as mentioned in chapter 2.4.8, according to two-part survey in 2011, experienced developers and project managers listed lack of tools, skilled programmers, usability of
available tools and standard ontologies as biggest barriers in applying Semantic Web Technologies. Biggest risks mentioned were exceeding time and cost estimations (Della Valle, Niro and Mancas 2011). Currently RDF and semantic web technologies are not much utilized as open data networks outside academic projects. For example, Google shut down its Freebase collaborative knowledge database in 2016, although, according to their announcement in 2014, it was to be replaced with their Knowledge Graph API (Google Inc. 2014). For PSUP Framework to succeed, or semantic GUI generation in general, semantic web technologies must gain more traction among software and web developers. However, it remains to be seen if companies will ever focus on utilizing versatile RDF technologies or whether it will be replaced by other means.

3.8 Future research

PSUP system can be refined in many ways. It could provide advanced features such as profile grouping: common properties from separate profiles can be mapped and used for forming groups of similar individuals. Comparing user to groups of people with similar habits and preferences, predictions of user behavior could be made in advance before user has had time to complete his/her profile. This would mean less user interference in form of filling up his/her information every time ontology match is not found, thereby giving better user satisfaction. For example, when a person, belonging to a group with similar properties in given domain goes to a new site, layout can be automatically adjusted based on average preference of similar group or multiple groups. This feature is one where advances in machine learning could be utilized. Machine learning is becoming more and more common tool in almost every area of life and web development should also benefit from it. Services like IBM Watson, Google Deep Mind and Microsoft Cognitive Services allow developers and researchers to offload resource heavy calculation to machines dedicated to it.

Privacy concerns have been mentioned multiple times in this thesis. This is largely because of the potential amount of data one person can have in one profile. Due to the nature of personalization, the more complete the profile is, the better PSUP system will work. However, this makes it a target for security attacks and therefore security must be priority for a system like this to work outside academic research and prototypes. One beneficial topic for
a study would be finding ways to keep user data secure during alignments and possible automatic UI generation with third party widgets. Assuming PSUP Service is secure with proper measures, such as HTTPS requirement in all API calls, malicious intentions from a service utilizing PSUP, automatically discovered UI component (runtime UI generation) or man-in-the-middle between data transfers can pose threat for user data.

PSUP does not need to be limited to graphical user interfaces only. Semantic ontologies can define user preferences in general, therefore same profile can be used to adapt other interfaces, such as touch and voice recognition, as well. User can have preferences on how (s)he likes to hear things (language, accent, male/female) and interfaces with auditory feedback, such as GPS navigation tool, could adjust to user preference automatically. In future, smart home systems can also adapt to user’s preferences and habits. Schema free semantic profiles could be used to transfer user data between smart home devices from different vendors. While semantic web technologies have not become as popular as Tim Berner-Lee predicted (see chapter 3.7), there have been multiple implementations and frameworks, such as Jena for Java, for developers to work with. On platform level, however, open semantic technologies are currently not available making OS level implementation harder, that is, full operating system adjusting to the same user profile as individual web applications making personal computers little bit more personal and blurring the line between application and operating system. When working on an operating system level, however, stable Internet connection cannot be guaranteed, and offline use of personal profile has to be available. This was discussed in chapter 3.2.

As this thesis is a theoretical description, working prototype would be beneficial for investigating how well semantic profile concept works in practice. Technologies mentioned in this thesis, such as RESTful architecture, ontology matching etc., are currently available and thus PSUP Framework could be prototyped. Usability problems, such as how often user action is required, would become more apparent in real use scenario. Should working prototype be built, open beta could be used for general feedback and ideas, and closed focus group test for investigating individual features of PSUP Framework. Also, designing easy-to-use (G)UI for management tool would be a task of its own as handling term con-
text and different domains prefixes will easily make interface confusing for non-technologically oriented person.
4 Conclusion

This thesis described a framework for carrying personalized preferences from one application to another using combination of current semantic and non-semantic web technologies. While no working prototype is presented, many benefits for such system can be found. Main benefit of Personalized Semantic User Profile (PSUP) is that it stores user data in user’s own words (semantic vocabulary), which then can be matched against application ontologies. Based on matched data between ontologies, applications can then adapt their graphical user interfaces or even business logic according to user’s profile assuming developers have created variations from their application ontology. If not, developers could use third party widgets to build entire application UI or parts of it. This could save development resources and costs and give better user experience. User’s PSUP is ever-adapting data store: as user spends time on different services, or modifies his/her profile directly via management tool, profile will evolve over time to reflect user’s current identity and preferences. Semantic vocabularies are free from strict schemas: both users and developers are free to describe their profile and application in terms of their choosing. Ontology alignment is used to make sure these ontologies can be understood. Second benefit is that every service and application can choose how much semantic personalization is implemented: developer can create application ontology and only provide personalization options based on those terms. Thus, presentation can be assured to fit e.g. brand guidelines. On other spectrum, application could be built solely on independent UI widgets that output data objects that fit application logic.

Transferring user profile in semantic format can open lots of different possibilities, not only on higher conceptual level of individually tailored graphical user interfaces, but also on how we perceive applications and services in the future. As personalized applications behave and even look similar due to personal preferences, moving from one service to another can become virtually seamless, thus making learning curve smaller. Instead of remembering the use logic of every application, familiarity to ones used before will make learning of new applications easier. This would help especially older people who tend to be afraid of new GUIs. Therefore, services need to compete more on their business logic and
other aspects, such as existing user base, instead of application visual fidelity alone. However, widely available personal profile has downsides. Main challenges for proposed PSUP Framework are currently privacy issues and adaptation rate of semantic web technologies. As PSUP can cover vast amount of user data, even sensitive information, it is likely a big target for malicious activity from phishing to identity theft. Framework described in this thesis does not cover all possible counter measures for such scenarios. Secure connections (SSL/TLS) are not enough if user data is given to third party widgets.

For PSUP Framework to succeed, it requires support from application developers to convince and make users to see benefits of creating their own profile to what many could view as “yet another thing that requires my information”. That is, applications should offer real personalization options and consider them as differentiation from competition even if it requires more resources to build customization logic. However, considering the amount of commercial semantic web applications available today, knowledge and technical skill of current web developers is likely not very good for implementing semantic interfaces in their applications and services, and thus, decreasing the likelihood of easy adaptation of systems like PSUP Framework. This, as well as requirement for more development resources, can be addressed with independent semantic widgets that require less knowledge of underlying technologies from developers if appropriate widgets are available. UI widgets could be selected based on their output data so that they support given application’s business logic. If user interfaces can be built, even partially, via autonomous, PSUP compatible widgets, adaptation would be faster. Although, as mentioned before, it opens issues with user privacy if data is given to third party. This was discussed in chapters 3.7 and 3.8. It remains to be seen if semantic web technologies will gain popularity among developers and companies or whether it will be replaced with other technologies.
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A  Example of basic PSUP ontology

```sparql
@prefix : <http://localhost:8080/PSUPService/ontologies/PSUPServiceOntology.owl#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@base <http://localhost:8080/PSUPService/ontologies/PSUPServiceOntology.owl> .

# This ontology contains main profile class and basic properties to start with

# Classes

# main root class
:Profile rdf:type owl:Class .

# helper class for grouping data
:SubProfile rdf:type owl:Class ;
    rdfs:subClassOf :Profile .

# helper class for grouping data
:Application rdf:type owl:Class .

# general item for ownership
:Item rdf:type owl:Class .
```
rdfs:domain :Profile ;
rdfs:range xsd:string .

:handicap
  owl:equivalentProperty
  :restriction .

:like
  rdf:type
  owl:DatatypeProperty;
  rdfs:domain :Profile;
  rdfs:range xsd:string .

:dislike
  rdf:type
  owl:DatatypeProperty;
  rdfs:domain :Profile;
  rdfs:range xsd:string .

# Object Properties

:hasSubProfile
  rdf:type
  owl:ObjectProperty ;
  rdfs:domain :Profile;
  rdfs:range :SubProfile .

:hasRestrictions
  rdfs:subPropertyOf :hasSubProfile .

:hasPreferences
  rdfs:subPropertyOf :hasSubProfile .

:hasDislikes
  rdfs:subPropertyOf :hasSubProfile .

:hasLikes
  rdfs:subPropertyOf :hasSubProfile .

# property for setting set of data for particular application
:forApplication
  rdf:type
  owl:ObjectProperty ;
rdfs:domain :Profile;
 rdfs:range :Application .

# general object property for setting ownership of for example devices
 :owns
   rdf:type
     owl:ObjectProperty;
   rdfs:domain :Profile;
   rdfs:range :Item .

B Example of user RDF

@prefix : <http://localhost:8080/PSUPService/id1/ontology#>.
@prefix psup: <http://localhost:8080/PSUPService/ontology/PSUPServiceOntology.owl#>.
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>.
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>.
@prefix xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace>.
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>.
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>.
@base <http://localhost:8080/PSUPService/id1/>.

:profile
   rdf:type psup:Profile ;
   psup:firstname "John" ;
   psup:lastname "Doe" ;
   psup:like "programming" ;
   psup:like "clouds" ;
   psup:age 29 ;

   psup:hasDislikes [ 
     rdf:type psup:SubProfile ;
     psup:dislike "overcast" ;
     psup:dislike "cold"
   ] ;

   # application specific data using application's ontology
   psup:hasSubProfile [ 
     rdf:type psup:SubProfile ;
     psup:forApplication <http://localhost:8080/ShopApplication> ;
     <http://localhost:8080/ShopApplication/id1/ontology#preferredCurrency>
     <http://localhost:8080/ShopApplication/id1/ontology#euro>
   ] ;
# user's own term
:have [
   rdf:type :car ;
   psup:name "Toyota Yaris" ;
   :carMaker "Toyota" ;
   :carModel "Yaris" ;
]